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1. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear power industry of Europe is characterised by

a large degree of co-operation and dependency amongst member

countries. This is a result both of geography and history, and

requires that the industry should be viewed as a unit rather

than country by country. Much of this report therefore deals

with aspects of nuclear power on a regional basis since many

developments are of a joint nature. By this co-operation, the

Europeans intend to be self-sufficient in the industry, despite

a switch to US technology less than 10 years ago. The one

difficulty which may be experienced in achieving this goal is a

lack of uranium reserves in the region. Increasing imports by

some European countries will be necessary from other parts of

the world.

Most of the European states have made a large commitment

to nuclear power. In some aspects, such as fast breeder

technology, they clearly lead the rest of the world. The

industry is highly competitive, and is able to win contracts

over US firms even though the products offered are basically of

US designs. To ensure growth the industry, and reduce

foreign involvement, many of the governments have bought large

amounts of domestic companies, often from US firms. Government

agencies themselves have transformed their service departments

such as those involved in fuel cycle business so that they now

operate under the guise of commercial enterprises. These steps

have arisen largely because of the large financial commitments

normally associated with nuclear power.

As a result of this, and despite the recent economic

recession, the nuclear industry in Europe generally looks
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healthy. It does not seem to be suffering to the same extent

from the problems that the industry in the US is currently

facing. Expectations are that an increasing proportion of

energy requirements in most European countries will '-le met

from nuclear power. The industry, both for the construction

of generating capacity and fuel cycle services, is anticipating

growth and financial profit.

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The degree of involvement of the various nations in the

initial phase of nuclear power was determined to a large extent

by their wartime nuclear experience and their economic position
•5)

in the immediate post-war period. ' This meant essentially

that only the USA, Canada, and the UK were in a position to

contribute significantly to the very early stage of nuclear

power development, although Russia and the Western European

countries became involved as their economies improved rapidly

after the post-war reconstruction period. This development was

facilitated in Western Europe by the formation of Euratom in

1956. However, such co-operation did not prevent the member

countries from pursuing rather different nuclear policies.

2.1 United Kingdom

Between 19^5 and 1951* the development of thermal

reactors in the UK was largely related to the defence programme.

Due to the expense of an enrichment plant which was necessary

to obtain bomb-grade uranium, nuclear weapons constructed in the

UK were based on the fission explosive material, Pu-239. This

can be recovered by chemical processing of the uranium fuel

following irradiation in a reactor. Two graphite moderated

reactors were built at Windscale to produce plutonium, and
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reprocessing of fuel was also carried out on that site.

Development of the first power reactors began about 19^'.

The use of natural uranium limited the possible choice of

reactor type to two: the heterogenous graphite moderated

reactor, or the heterogeneous heavy water moderated reactor.

The former type was selected partly to avoid the high cost of

heavy water, and partly because of the experience accumulated

with the plutonium production reactors. However, there were

significant differences with the defence forerunners. In order

to produce electricity, the power reactors had to be operated

at a much higher temperature, about 350 C, and at this

temperature, air was unsuitable as a coolant as it would cause

oxidation. Of the two suitable coolant gases, helium and

carbon dioxide, carbon dioxide was chosen because it was cheap

and avai1able.

Work on the first natural uranium graphite moderated

carbon dioxide cooled power reactors started at Calder Hall in

Cumberland in August 1953, and the first reactor started to

feed power into the national grid just over three years later

in October 1956« This was followed by three other reactors

of very similar design, which reached full power operation

between early 1957 and 1959. The reactors were designed and

operated by the U.K. Atomic Energy Authority, and gave an

electricity output of about 35 MW(e) per reactor (later upgraded

to 50 MW(e)). Both by design anil operation, the reactors have

also acted as plutonium producers. The Calder Hall reactors

were followed by four more of the same type completed in 1959

at Chapelcross. Both Calder Hall rind Chapelcross are now

operated by British Nuclear Fuels ltd and over the 15 years have
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worked with a cumulative load factor greater than 80$.

The success of the Calder Hall reactors was such, that they

were considered suitable to form the prototype of the first

series of large nuclear power reactors. These were known as

Magnox reactors because of the magnesium alloy used as fuel

cladding. Nine stations, each of two reactors with outputs

between 150 MW(e) and 590 MW(e), were commissioned between 1961

and 19Y1« In addition, Magnox reactors of British design were

built outside the UK. The Latina plant in Italy came into

operation in 1964, and the Tokai JAPCO in 1966. Both have

outputs of about 160 MW(e), and represent Britain's only nuclear

power plant exports.

The Magnox (or Mark 1 stations as they are now also known)

reached a total generating capacity of 5000 MW(e), representing

about 1296 to the total generating capacity of the UK. ' The

advanced gas-cooled reactors (AGRs), also known as the Mark TT

gas-cooled reactors, represent the next generation of power

reactors in the UK. Aimed at attaining a lower capital cost

with higher thermal efficiency, they use slightly enriched

fuels and operate at higher temperatures. Five stations of

this type are under construction or coining into operation, each

with an output of 1250 MW(e).

As well as the gas-cooled reactors, the UKAEA has built

several prototypes of other different types of reactors. A

100 MW(e) steam generating heavy water reactor (SGHWR) was

commissioned early in 1968 at Winfrith. This is similar to the

Canadian CANDU system, but uses uranium dioxide fuel enriched

to about 2.3% in U-235. A 15 MW(e) experimental fast reactor
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has operated in Dounreay on the north coast of Scotland to test

new developments in plutonium fuels and liquid metal coulin-.

This has been followed by a prototype fast reactor (PFR), al?'

at Dounreay, with an output of 250 MW(e). The PFR is fuelled with

a mixture of uranium and plutonium oxides and is cooled with

liquid sodium metal. Started in 1966, it has recently commenced

full power operation after some initial teetl 'ng troubles.

As with most other countries, the UK has no commercial

nuclear-powered ships. However, several nuclear-powered

submarines have been built, using pressurised light water

moderated reactors (PWR) of US design constructed in the UK.

Because of the need for compactness in such reactor cores, they

are generally fuelled with highly-enriched uranium.

2.2 France

The French nuclear programme started along similar

lines to that of the UK. By 19^8, a research reactor was :".

operation, and in 195^ a 40 MW dual—purpose plutonium-power

reactor went critical at Marcoule. This air-cooled, graphite-

moderated reactor, designated G1 was similar to the Calder Hall

reactors. It was followed by two others, G,, and G«, of the

same general type, but larger and with carbon dioxide cooling.

These were operated jointly by the French Atomic Energy

Commission (CEA) and Electricite de France, producing 40 MW(e)

of electricity, and plutonium. During the period 1962 to 1971,

a series of six power plants based on the gas-cooled graphite-

moderated reactors were commissioned. These operate along

similar lines to the British Magnox reactors.

Unlike the British, however, the French decided in 1969 to

discontinue their developments of gas-cooled reactors nd have

now switched to pressurised light water reactors (PWRs) of
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American design. One 285 MW(e) PWR has been operating in France

since 1967, and a large expansion programme is under way.

The long-term programme is dominated by the fast breeder

reactor. The Phoenix plant, which is a 250 MW(e) prototype,

commenced operation in May 197̂ «

2.3 Federal Republic of Germany

Until 1955, work on reactor technology was not

permitted in West Germany. ' The original nuclear power

programme, begun in 1957» consisted of the development of one

each of five different types of power reactors: a heavy water

moderated natural uranium reactor (PHWR, 50 MW(e), Karlsruhe,

1965), a gas-cooled natural uranium reactor (GCR), a gas-cooled

high temperature reactor (Pebble Bed type HTR, 15 MW(e),

Julich, 1966), an organic moderated reactor, and finally a

boiling water reactor (BWR, 15 MW(e), Kahl/Main, 1961). At the

time the F.R.G. was ready to install larger power reactors, the

inherent limitations of the British and French Magnox reactors

had become apparent. Correspondingly, a programme was begun

in the early 196O's to install a series of light water reactors.

The first of this series was the 250 MW(e) Grundremmingen BWR

of US design which came into operation in 1967« Thereafter,

both German design and construction was used, resulting in

four BWR's and two PWR's being in service by the end of 197*1.

As well as the LVR programme, Vest Germany is developing

a 310 MW(e) high temperature gsis-cooled reactor using helium as

a coolant, and a 310 MW(e) fast breeder reactor is under

construction. A 20 MW experimental fast breeder reactor has

operated at Karlsruhe since 1971• The F.R.G. has the

distinction of being the only European state to have built and

operated a commercial nuclear-powered ship. This is the N.S.

Otto Hahn, launched in 1969, and, although an economic failure,
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powered by an 220 MW(t) integrated PWR.

2.k Italy

Italy's first nuclear reactor was the 160 MW(e)

Magnox built in collaboration with a British firm at Latina.

It reached full power in 1962. This was followed by BVRs and

PVRs of comparable size in 1963 and 1964. These were supplied

by US firms. At present, another BWR is almost operational, and

a modest programme of LWR1s is planned.

2.5 Switzerland

The first Swiss power reactor was of indigenous

design constructed at Lucens, It was an experimental 7.5 MW(e)

pressure-tube reactor cooled by carbon dioxide and moderated by

a tank of heavy water. It went critical in December 1966, and

3)\i is closed down following a loss of coolant accident in 1969.

In thtit year, a 350 MW(e) PWR began operation at Beznau. A

second similar station was added in 1972, whilst, a 300 MW(e) B¥R

started operation near Berne in 1971•

2.6 Sweden

Sweden started working on nuclear power by the end

of the 194O's. This work took place in parallel with the

privately-owned company ASEA and the state enterprise AB

Atomenergi. Both have concentrated on water cooled reactors, at

first heavy water and then subsequently light water reactors.

A PHWR of 12 MW(e) capacity was commissioned in 1963 south of

Stockholm. Hot water from the plant was used for district

heating in a Stockholm suburb. The first commercial heavy water

'I )reactor was at Marviken." ' It was designed with an

electrical output of 200 MW(e), but the project was abandoned

due to difficulties.-^ In 1969, in an effort to concentrate
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national activities within the nuclear reactor sector, ASEA-Atom

was formed and this firm has since been building BWRs of

211Swedish design. ;

2.7 Other European States

There are at present a number of nuclear power plants

operating in other European states as will be described in the

following sections TT? • • •**>- -tors for these have been supplied

by the US or by one of the European countries listed above that

have their own nuclear industry,

3. POWER PLANT CAPACITY

3. 1 Trends

The demand for electricity in the European Community

dropped in 197^ to the lowest rate of increase in 25 years.

However, nuclear power is still the fastest growing energy

form, and new additions of about 5000 MW(e) boosted the

Community's 1975 nuclear capacity to about 18000 MW(e).1^

Despite developments since the 1973 oil crisis and its current

unquestionable position competitive with fossil fuels, nuclear

energy is now expanding at a much more modest rate than was

predicted before the oil crisis. For the longer term

(beyond 1985), there is a tendency to massive nuclear power only

in those countries that have little or no apparent alternatives.

Thus, France maintains an all-out programme adopted in 1973,

whereas the UK is giving greater attention to indigenous coal

and North Sea oil. Between these extremes, many countries have

found freedom to manoeuvre. This is illustrated in three sets

of OECD/NEA (Nuclear Energy Agency) forecasts for nuclear power

shown in Table 1. The forecasts show that the volume of

business planned still represents a very large expansion in

nuclear capacity.
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The current position of European countries with respect

to the rest of the world in nuclear plant capacity is depicted

in Table 2, and summarised in Table 3. These tables survey

reactors operable, under construction, or on order (30 MW(e) or

over) as of 3"> December 1975« The comparison summary indicates

that Europe had the largest number of power reactors operating

at that time. However, as the capacities show, these were

smaller units than those of the USA. This difference depicts

the earlier start that was made, particularly by the UK and

France, in the commercial power plant scene. As the industry

has progressed, power reactors have increased in capacity by a

factor of about 26.

At the present time, UK and France have nuclear plants

producing nearly 1O$ of their total electricity production. By

1980, when reactors currently under construction, are completed,

the proportion of electricity produced from nuclear plants is

expected to be UK - 19$, France and F.R.G. - 21%, with others

at similar levels.

The survey of reactor types in Europe shown in Table h

(arranged from Table 2) gives insight into the industry of the

region. Whereas the largest number of operating reactors was

of the gas-cooled variety (Magnox), a clear preference has been

shown in the ordering of new units for LWRs, and particularly

PVTRs. The LWR designs originated in the USA and, apart from

BWRs built in Sweden, construction in other European countries
21)

of this type of reactor was by US firms or under licence.

Those countries include West Germany, France, and Italy.
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Table 1. OECP/NEA estimates of nuclear power g
in Europe (GW(e) inTtalled capacity)

A: Sept. 1970 estimate; B: Aug. 1973 estimate; C: Oct. 1975 estimate,

Country

France

Germany (F.R.)

Italy

Spain

Sweden

(Switzerland

United Kingdom

*
Others

Totals for
OECD

Europe

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

1976

4.1
4.4
5.0

14.3
9.3
7.0

1.4
1.5
1.4

3.0
2.3
1.1

4.0
3.2
3.2

1.8
1.0
1.0

14.2
10.7
7-2

3.9
3.3
2.2

46.7
35.9
28. 1

1980

9.2

20.4

25.0
19.0
19.1

8.0
6.0
1.4

7.0
8.0
8.7

7.5
8.3
7.4

3.5
2.6
3.8

26.2
13.8
11.1

11.8
10.2
6.2

98.2
81.3
78.1

1985

25
32.5
56

45
38
44.6

20
18
26.4

17
12
23.7

17
16
11.3

5.5
8
8

46
35
15.4

26.5
24.5
26.2

202
184
211.6

1990

6-,
90

75
77

44
62

24
42

24
16.3

16
8

75
31

48
51.5

373
377.8

2000

170

134

140 ;

80

24

12

I
115

123

798

•Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Ireland,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Turkey



Table 2.

World nuclear power plant capacity
At the end of 1975,157 completed reactors throughout the world had a generating
capacity of 70,991 MWe. Another 326 units were either under construction or on
order, for an additional 301,854 MWe. The following table gives the international dis-
tribution of these reactors by country, type, totals for each type, and national totals.
(Only reactors over 30 MWe are included.)

11.

Argentim
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada

Power pbnls completed
Qty.

1
_
3
_

2
1
5
6

Czechoslovakia 1
Finland

France

Germany
Democratic
Republic
Germany
federal
Republic

Hungary

India

Iran

Italy

Japan

_

1
7
1
1

10
3

3
1
3
7

—

2

-

1
1
1
3

4
1

_4
9

AGR
BLWR
BWR

Tvya Tolal MWe
PHWR
_
PWR
_

PWR
BLWR
PHWR

GCHWR

GCWR
GCR
IMFBR
PWR

PWR

BWR
PHWR
PWR

—

BWR
PHWR

-

BWR
GCR
PWR

BWR
GCR
PWR

319
_

1.650

_

880
250

2.262

2.512

110
_

70
2.205

233
310

2.818

950

1.133

52
2.018

3.203

—

'30
202

-

150
150
247
547

2.023
159

2.130

4.312

Ordered or under const

Qly.

1
1
4
3
2

13

4
2
2
4
2

18
20

4

6
11

1
1

19

4
5

4

3
1
2
6

8
1
1
5

15

Typo Total MWe
PHWR
BWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PHWR

PWR
BWR
PWR

BWR
PWR

PWR

BWR
PWR
LMFBR
THTR

PWR
PHWR

PWR

BWR
LWCHW
PWR

BWR
LMFBR
LWCHR
PWR

— Advanced gas-cooled reactor
— Boiling light water reactor
- Boiling Water Reactor

600
692

3.797
3.226

880
8.724

1.760
1.320

840
2.160

16.570
1.908

18.478

1.760

6.263
13.124

282
30C

19.969

1.760
1.082

4.200

2.804
40

1.904
4.748

6.349
300
200

4.344
11.193

Korea

Luxembourg
Mexico
Netherlaads

Pakistan
Philippines
Poland
P.U!ssn!>
Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Taiwan

Power plants completed
Qiy.

-
~
1
1
2
1
-
—
—
1
1
1
3
4
1
5
1
2
•»

United Kingdom 1
26
1
1

29
United Statet 22

USSR

Yugoslavia

Abreviations

GCHWR — Gas-cooled, heavy-water-moderated reactor
GCR — Oas-cooled reactor
HWLWR — Heavy-water-moderated, boiling light-water-

HTGR
cooled reactor

— High-temperature, gas-cooled reactor

1
1

32
58-
1
3
6

10
-

Type Tolal M W .

-
-
BWR
PWR

PHWR

—
—
—
BWR
GCR
PWR

BWR
PWR

BWR
PWR

-

AGR
GCR
HWLWR

LMFBR

BWR
HTGR
LGR
PWR

BWR
LG3
PWR

-

_

—
-

55
477
532
125

—
—
—

480
153

1.073

2.360
809

3.169

306
700

i nnR
I.UUO

32
5.205

92
250

5.580
14.137

330
860

22.991
3S.31S

50
900

2335

3.285
-

Ordered or ander consL
Qty.

1
2
3
1
2
-

-
2
1
1
1

_6
7

4
2
6
3
1
A
*•

4
2
6

10

49
1

108
158

4
2

_9
15
1

Typi
PHWR
PWR

PWR
BWR
—

-
PWR
PWR
PWR
BWR
PWR

BWR
rWH

BWR
PWR

BWR
PWR

AGR

BWR
LMFBR
PWR

LGR
LMFBR
PWR

PWR

LGR - LIjht-water-cooled, graphite-moderated
reactor

LMFBR -Llquld-melal last breeder reactor

LWCHW - Light-water-cooled, heavy-waltr-moderated
reactor

PHWR — Pressurized heavy-water moderated and
cooled reactor

THTR — Thorium high temperature reactor

The information in this table was summarized from data
which appeared in Nuclear News, Mid-February 1976

Total MWo
629

1.169

1.798

1.300
1.320
—

- '

1.252
440
440
930

5.382
6.312

3.380
1.800

5.180
3.027

920

3.110

4.924
6.200

54.259
400

117.358
172.017

4.000
950

6.130

11.080

615

(As giver in the Nuclear Canada Year Book 1976 ')
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Table 3. Comparison summary of nuclear power
plant capacity

Reactors

Completed -

quantity
94

t o t a l MW(e) 38
54

Under construction,
or on order -
quantity

tota l MW(e) 172
%

US

56
35.

,318
54.

158
48.

,017
57.

H>

054

594

054

Europe

71
45.294

21,518
30.394

99
3O.4?4

80,438
26.6%

Rest of
world

30
19-196

11,155
15.756

69
21.154

49,399
16.494

Tota l

157
10054

70,991
10054

326
10054

301,854
10054



Table k. Reactor types in Europe (figures in parenthesis refer to
reactors on order or under construction)

Country

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czechoslavakia
Finland
Franc*
Germany (D.R.)
Germany (F.R.)
Hungary
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Poland
Rumania
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
U.K.
Yugoslavia

totals

GCR

7

1

1

26

35

AGR GCHWR HWLWR PWR
; \

3
! 2

1

1

4
2
4
2

1(18
, 3(4
i3(j(1

4

1 2
(1

1

1
1

i 2

1
1
6
2
1

1(10) 1
(1)

1(10) 2 1 18(64)

BWR PHWR

(1) >

(2)
(2)

3(6)

1(3)

1

4(4
1 3

11(22)

1

1

LWCHW

(1)

(1)

THTR

(1)

(1)

LMFBR

j

1

(1)

1

2(1) 71(99)



The United Kingdom is salient as being the only country not

committed to LWRs. A construction programme is still under way

in the UK on the last phase of gas-cooled reactors, the AGPs.

For later reference, characteristics of different reactor types

3)are given in Table 5. ' This shows, for instance, all reactor

types being built will use enriched fuel, usually in the oxide

form.

12)
Table 6, which is taken from an OECD report, ' shows the

shares of domestic industrial supply in the construction of

nuclear power stations for different countries during past

periods. There is a move to self-sufficiency in all aspects of

nuclear power in Europe, and to achieve this the shares of US

firms in European companies are generally brxng bought out by

governmental agencies or indigenous companies. US firms are

also suffering the ignominy of losing sales, both domestic and

export, to European firm3 which hold their licences for reactor

design.

3.2 Licensing lead times

Nuclear station lead times have gradually increased,

to the extent that costs of delays may become critical. For

instance, average project times in the F.R.G. have crept from

12)
six to eight years. ' A move has been made to correct this

tendency by the adoption of standardised nuclear steam supply

systems. The German vendor Kraftwerke Union has settled on the

1300 MV(e) Biblis B PWR as a tentative standard. This move has

also been made advantageous by some of the utilities who have

moved towards standardisation. France, Spain, and Sweden have

been ordering large series of similar sized stations from vendors.

It appears likely that reactor size will stabilise around

1000 MW(e) for LWRs, and as a result, designs will be
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12)
standardised and licensing lead times held. '

3.3 Costs and financing

Capital costs of stations, including initial fue.1 ,

are tending now to reach well over $1000/kW(e) in the USA. In

Europe generally, cost escalation has not quite kept pace with

those in the USA, but it has still been high. ' However, the

initial capital cost advantage of a fossil fuel station over a

nuclear plant is becoming minimal, particularly with the costs

of increasingly demanding desulphurisation levels for coa..

In France, the cost of a 900 Mtf(e) nuclear plant has grown from

something like 1200 million FF in 1973, to the region of

1700-1800 million FF in 1976. In Germany, the Biblis 1, 2,

and 3 PWRs illustrate the trend. The costs of these have been

very approximately: Biblis 1 (1969) 900 million DM, Biblis 2

(1970) 1,500 million DM, Biblis 3 (1974) 2,000 million DM. The

year gives the date of ordering. A 1300 MW(e) plant order

in 1976 would cost in the region of 2,200 million DM.12' In

general, it may be concluded that over the past three years,

nuclear station costs in Europe have increased by roughly 50$,

while in the USA they have nearly doubled.

A breakdown of costs (admittedly for US plants) illustrates

12)
the reasons for escalation. ' 1975 costs (with 1973 percentages

in brackets) for a 1000 Mtf(e) plant were as follows: direct

costs, $372/kW(e), k3<j& (70$); indirect cost and allowance for

funds used during construction, $243/kW(e), 28% (i4#);

escalation due to inflation, $253/kW(e), 29$ (16%). Thus,

price escalation particularly in the USA, has been most visible

not in direct hardware, but rather in indirect, time dependent

cost areas such as administrative and manpower costs, licensing



Table 5. Typical reactor characteristics (extracted, with permission.
from Patterson^))

Namtof
uunpl*

Heat output
Eteciricai

output
Efficiency
Fuel

Weight of Aid
Fuelburn>up

Moderator
Core

Atmff)*Uui%
Peak power

density
Coolant
Coolant

prcasum
Coolant outlet

temperature
Vessel

Refuelling
Comment!

Mugnox Reactor

DungenesaA(UK)

840 MWt
t » M W e

3*7%
Nltlinl urawlmir* mini

rods clad in'IVbgaax
alloy

304 tonnei
3850 megawatt-dayi

pertonoa
Graphlto
13.8 metres diameter

7.4 metres high
1.1 kilowatu per litre '

Carbon dioxide ga«
19 atmospheres

»4S°C

Welded ateel, 0.10a
nicerci uiiCK

Onload
xtw power density and

mass of graphite mean
low temperature rise
n fault conditions.
lain hazard is low

melting point and
mition temperature of
ifagnox, if air should
nter breach in cooling
ircuit.

•• •

••-•' i . • .

Advanced Gos-cootcd
Reactor (AGR)

HlnUoy Point D (UK)

1494 MWt
621 MWo

4 t . « %
Unniuin (Haifa* tt %»*VlPlllllUl WMIttP) 4 /0

' cnrichfda cbd In
atflinfeu af#«l• •HUH1CW SlCCl

113.7 tonnei
18 000 roegswatt-dayi

per tonne
Graphite • .
11 metres diameter .•

9.8 metres high
4.5 kilowatu per litre '

Carbon dioxide gas
40 atmosphere!

634*C

tacstfctsca concrct*v
5 oactrct thick .

Onload
jam power density and

mass of graphite mean
low temperature rise
n fault conditions.
Sntire primary 0001102

circuit is enclosed in
essel, and oxide fuel
n stainless steel has

wide safety margin
bove operating .
emperature before .

melting temperature.

• • • ' •

• . : • • • . ' • • . : ' • • • •

Pressurized Water
Kcoctor(PWR)

ZIoni(USA)

3»SO MWt
nsoMWe
3*-3%
Uranium oxide, 3 %

finf i£hfl*J r̂ in̂ A it i

zirconium

99 tonnei
ai8oo mega watt-days

per tonne
Water ('light'water)
3.3$ metres diameter
3.6 metres high
10a kilowatts per litre
n/a»M /Miaht* «u>*jt*\
Wilier^ llglUI v/miGTj
150 atmosphere*
3i8'C
Welded steel, 0.103

metres thick
Offload
Very high power
density. Loss of coolant
uessure also involves
oss of moderator— -

shuts down fission '
reaction but loses hest
ink. Fault conditions

may produce very
rapid temperature rise.
possibly even to
melting temperature of
oxide fuel. Heavy
ection welded steel
iressure vessel requires

very high-quality
construction, because
f very high operating
ressure, •

• <.

Dolling Water Reactor
(11WR)

Drowns Ferry 1
(USA)

3*93 MWt
1065 MWe

31.3%
Uranium oxide, a.a%

Bi.rii.liMfl . . lad iwt
enriuicu, emu in
zircatoy

169 tonnei
19000 megawattHliyf

per tonne
Water ('light'water)
4.8 metrei diameter
3.7 metres high
49 kilowatts per litre

Water flight'water)
68 atmosphere!

28S°C

Welded steel 0.159
metres thick

Offload
High power density*
Lossofcoolsnt ' '
pressure also involve*
oss of moderator-

shuts down fission
reaction but loses heat
sink. Fault condition!.
may produce npid '.
rise in temperature, '
possibly even to
melting temperature '
of oxide fueL Heavy .
section welded steel . .
vessel requires very
high-quality
construction because '.
of high operating
iressura.

Steam-Generating Heavy
Water Reactor (SGH WR)

Winfrith(UK)

309 MWt ' .
94-5 MWe

SO.S %
Uranium oxide, s.3 %

*tnfif>hMl rimA In •Eij'Juitiml
cnricxicii, ctao in xuvonnun

21.8 tonnei ' • . ,
ai 000 megawatt-days per

tonne
Heavy water
3.1 metres diameter
3.66 metrei high
tx.2 kilowatts per litre

Water ('light'witer) '
63.5 atmospheres

*82*C
Zircaloy pressure tubes 0.13 : .

metres in diameter, 5
millimetre! thick

. ' ' • • . • • . ' : . • . '

O f f l o i d .... • \ . • • • • .
Rither low power density, and
cool moderator in separate
system, mean slow temperature
rise in fault conditions. Pressure
ube construction means leas
ikelihood of propagation of a
law from one tube to other*.
Fabrication of pressure system
nvolves simpler'.
nnfigurations thin those of ' -
ull-size pressure vessel.

despite high coolant prestare.'

. . . 1 - . • . . 1 . . . .

. • # • . . • - : . : . . • . - • • * .

. • . ': •:.• I :' \ '-•• •.— * •'

. • • ,

Uquid Metil Past Breeder
Reactor (LMFDR)

Ptonix (France)

563 MWt
333 MWe

4M%
Mixed uranium and plutonium

Jtvif i t t* iigfc rf>i*a aV. mft^f\t\%tM
QXiUC*» W n y /V VnCvuVC
enrichment, dad in itoinleu
aieei

4.3 tonnes100 000 megawatt-days per '
tonne

None
1.4 metres dismeter
0.85 metre* high '
646 kilowatts per litre ' .

Uquld sodium
xitmosphere ':

•

S6»*C ' •:
Cylindrical stainless ateel pot

12 metres in diameter, »
metres high

Offload :<
Power density 10-100 times
that of 'thtrmsl' reactor
designs, but metallic heat
conductivity of sodium
provides cooling even if
circulation {ails. System at .
atmospheric pressure, so no
leprewurization problem.
Fuel is concentrated fissile

material-unlike that of -
thermal' reactors. Change of
[eometry - if coolant flow h
nterrupted - may produce
ncrease in rate of fission
eactioii. pethapa very rapid '
nerease. Fuel also presents

safeguards problem because of
possible misuse of plutonium.
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Table 6. Share of domestic industrial supply to
nuclear pover stations.i^J

France
Germany (F.R.)
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Year when order placed
1965-68 1969-73

large proportion
n 11

-

95%
~33#
85%

not available
100$

large proportion
11 n

80$
<70#
^50%
92$

not available
95-1OO#

and permit applications costs, and the cost of finance.
12)

Table 7 compares relative costs of electricity generation in

25)different countries. '

Table 7. Relative costs of electricity generation
in different countries.^5/

nuclear
non-desulphurised

fossil fuels
desulphurised
fossil fuels

lignite
coal
fuel oil

France

7.30
11.5

12.6

Centimes/
kKh

Belgium

76.9

95.6

Centimes/
kWh

FRG

6.03

4.17
8.14
6.7
Pfennig/
kWh

USA

24

29
35

mills/
kVh

Canada

7-03

16.18

mills/
kWh

The economic recession over the past few yetrs coupled

with the combined effects of high inflation and interest rates

have radically reduced the capacity of utilities to generate

finance to fund expansion requirements. This has directly

influenced a reduction in nuclear programmes in Canada, Japan,

and probably Italy, The large programmes announced for France

and Spain could well yet be trimmed due to difficulty in

12}providing the necessary finance. ' However, with government

backing, the difficulties are not as serious as those in
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countries where public utilities must raise their own finance. '

In West Germany, for instance, utilities have been forced to

use out-of-book financing methods, meaning, in particular,

leasing. The Gundremmingen B and C blocks are being built

under a leasing contract to RWE and Bayernwerk utilities at a

capital cost of some $US.1350 million each. Twenty-seven banking

institutions have formed a company to build the station, provide

all the financing and lease it to the utilities. Other methods

are under investigation, largely amounting to depreciation

strategies. '

3.4 Load factor

Many economic studies on nuclear power plants assume

load factors of 75-80%. In 1972, the average plant factor was

about 6o°/o, compared with about 75$ for fossil-fuelled stations.

More recent (1975) average cumulative load factors for the

whole non-communist world come out at less than 55% for PWRs

12)and less than 50% for BWRs. ' Despite these lower figures,

it is reported that nuclear power is still much more economic

12)than alternative fuels, and remains an attractive option. '

The extent to which this factor is likely to determine

the future markets for nuclear energy needs to be looked at on

a country-by-country basis. In general, Europe achieves

better than average load factors. The average cumulative load

factor in West Germany for 1975 was 72,"'%, and in Switzerland,

83.7%. The high figure for Switzerland s slightly ironic

since these are essentially US reactors which in the USA can

only claim a figure of 57.6%.13' One of the reasons for this

could possibly be different regulatory procedures.

3.5 Public opposition

Nuclear power planning in many European countries
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has dravn vociferous opposition from environmental groups. In

1975t this culminated in two instances of physical obstruction

to construction work. Plant sites in Kaiseraugst (SwitzerlandJ)

and Whyl (Kernkraftwerk Sud, F.R.G. ) were occupied by

12)
protestors. ' In general, licensing and regulatory agencies

are more than competent to counter arguments put forward

against nuclear projects; but with the support of press media,

the Images of utilities using nuclear stations are becoming

adversely affected. In many countries, increasing efforts are

being made to inform and educate the public regarding nuclear

power, but it is estimated that such attempts will do little to

influence the extremists. »-'''

It is debatable whether opposition is having a

significant effect on nuclear progrsjnmes. The Netherlands

may postpone its small programme due to public opposition.

In countries with large coal resources and high unemployment

levels such as the UK and West Germany, the trade unions are

wielding considerable political influence in the planning of

12)

future energy supply provisions. ' An interesting situation

had developed in Sweden. The election this year resulted in a

new coalition government composed of three parties, all of
26)

which are opposed to nuclear power. A recent report ' stated

that prior to forming the government the three leaders had

agreed that the new nuclear power plant (Barseback 2) would not

be permitted to be fuelled (due November 1976), and that ways

would be sought for the eventual dismantling of Sweden's five

operational reactors. Since forming the Government, it has
•58)been announced ' that reactors under construction will be

completed, and allowed to operate subject to review of the

industry. With over 70$ of their energy requirements made up
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20)
from imported petroleum products, ' and an active nuclear

21 ̂
industry, ' the Swedes could have been in for a difficult

period.

Generally, public opposition is not considered to be

affecting the power programmes, and a mood of optimism exists

in the nuclear industry. This it is claimed is based on two

certaintiess long-term increases in electricity demand with

growing world population, and the non-existance of a viable

alternative to nuclear energy. '

k. FUEL CYCLE SUPPORT SERVICES

As most expansion of civil nuclear power plant capacity in

Europe until 1990 is expected from the construction of LWRs,

fuel cycle facilities are planned to support this type of

reactor. Approximate fuel requirements and costs in Europe

8)are given in Tables 8 and 9« The breakdown in costs is given

in terms of the common coverage applied to the fuel cycle by

way of package agreements.

Aside from enrichment, Europe is well provided with support

facilities in the fuel cycle. This large degree of self-

sufficiency has been achieved by international co-operation of

both governments and firms in Europe. It would appear, however,

that in the future many countries of the ragion will become

increasingly reliant on imports of uranium concentrate. The

x'ecycling of plutonium in LWRs will delay this very little and

the lead in breeder reactors could be seen as an attempt to

offset this reliance.
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Table 8. Fuel requirements for light water reactors
Tapproximate values, according to 1200 MW(e)
output. 0.2% tails assay, load factor 0.8,
without manufacturer's scrap)a)

Initial core

initial quantity of U
enrichment
concentrate demand
natural TJFg demand
separative work demand

Refuelling

initial quantity of U
enrichment
concentrate demand
natural UFg demand
separative work demand

PWR

84
2.5

446
378
271

27
3.25

190
161
131

BWR

118 kg U/MW
2.0 at. % U-235
491 kg U308/Mtf
416 kg U/M¥
259 kg SVTO/MW

33 U/MW.a
2.75 at. # U-235
192 kg U^Og/MW.a
163 kg U/MW.a
123 kg SWU/MW.a

Table 9. Fuel cost distribution for light water
reactors8J

Requirement

Natural uranium
and conversion

enrichment
fuel element
fabrication

reprocessing and
waste disposal

Distribution
(%)

25
34

13

28

1975 costs basis

uranium: 22 $/lb UoOo
enrichment: 85 $/p™T
tails assay: 0.2^
fabrication: 150 $/kg U

reprocessing and
waste disposal: 350 $/kg U

4.1 Uranium resources and production

The European reserves of uranium, according to an

12 \
NEA/IAEA study, ' are given in Table 10. The data shows that

reserves compared with the rest of the world are considerably

lower in proportion with the proposed nuclear power plant

capacity in Europe. The findings of the NEA/IAEA working group

imply that throughout the world, and assuming a 30-year reactor

lifetime, reactors in service up to 1984 could account for

current reasonably assured resources. If estimated additional

resources were included, demands could be met for reactors

121installed up to 1989-91. ' There is therefore generally a
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need now for special efforts in uranium exploration to cover

long-term requirements. ' This is necessary because the lead

time between initial exploration of a new urea and production

may be as much aa 15 years. ' The world situation is not quite

as black as these projections would suggest since estimates of

resources of lower-grade ores are not well-known. Exploration

to date, such as in Australia, has concentrated on proving

44 12)high-grade resources, • ' In Canada, uranium resources

estimates rose nearly 8# in 1974 over those of 1973. ' The

introduction of recycling technology on a broader basis by 198O

could reduce the predicted natural uranium demand by about 20^.

Enrichment is also important. Modifying tails assays from

0.25% to O.35#» for instance, results in an increase in natural

8)uranium demand of about 2396. '

It is obvious from Tables 10 and 11 that most countries

of Europe will become increasingly reliant on imports of

uranium. .-.• u Sweden, which has large low-grade deposits of

about 0.396 that under present conditions would be economic to

recover, has postponed development work on these indefinitely

12)due to the volume of environmental protest. ' France appears

to be in a favourable position with regard to resources and

44)
supply. ' Prices for uranium will rise. Contracts signed in

1974 for the delivery period 1982-1990 fixed prices at

$17-21/Ib ILjOg.8) Currently, U-0g at $30/lb and higher is

expected to be an economic proposition. Comparison with fossil

fuel suggests a limit at present of up to $50/lb U_0R. '
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Table 10. European uranium resources as of January
1975 (103 t U) according to NEA/IAEA report.12)

Cost range (t/lb UoOo)

Denmark (Greenland)
Finland
France
Germany (F.R.)
Italy
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
U.K.
Yugoslavia

total (Europe)
western world total

Reasonably assured
resources

<15

-
37
0.5
-
6.9
10
-
-
4.2

59
1080

15-30
6
1.9

18
0.5
1.2

93.5
300

1.8
2.3

425
73O

Estimated additio: al
resources

<15

-
25
1
-

not known
8.8
_
_
-

34
1000

15-30

10
_
15
3
1

98

4
15.2

146
680

•includes 80800 t U reasonably assured resources in lignite,
availability uncertain.

Table 11. European uranium production capabilities
(103 t )

Country

Denmark
France
Germany (F.R.)
Italy
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Yugoslavia

total (Europe)
western world
total

Existing
1974

1.8
0.25
-
0.09
0.06
-
-

2.2

25.1

Planned
1975
_
1.8
0.25
-
0.12
0.14
-
-

2.3

25.6

Planned
1978

2.2
0.25
-
0.13
0.3*
-
-

2.9

44.1

Projected
1980
_

3.0
0.25
0.12
0.13
0.68
-

0.12

60.0

Attainable
1985

1.0-1.5
3.0-3.5
0.25
0.12
0.30
0.68
1.3
0.18

6.8-7.8

87.0

4.2 Uranium conversion

The conversion of uranium concentrate (U_Og) into

gaseous uranium hexafluoride (UFg) with simultaneous

purification, and the reconversion of UFg into the oxide tJOg,

are essential stages of the nuclear fuel cycle for LWR's. The

present capacity of plants shown in Table 12 is sufficient to

meet the demands of the western world at least to 1977-78.
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The creation of additional capacity or an extension of the

present production plants is feasible within a relatively short

span of time. ' The plants in France and the UK are run by

Comurhex and British Nuclear Fuels Ltd, respectively.

Table 12. Uranium conversion capacities to
UF, (t U/a)'*)

Countries

Canada
France
U.K.

U.S.A.

total

1974

2900
6000
5000

19000

32900

1975

4500
7500
5000

19000

36OOO

Planned
1978

6800
10000
8000

24000

48800

Projected
1980

11300
12000
10000

24000

57300

Comments

15000 in 1982
Construction
time ~ 3 yr

Lead time 5 yr

Costs of this service for 1975 delivery were $3.50 to

S4.00/kg U. ' This figure has been relatively stable since

1965i escalating at only $0.i4/kg u/a over the last five years.

Appreciable increases in costs are considered unlikely or

negligible in comparison with price trends in natural uranium.

Enlargements in plant size can bring about substantial

reductions in the cost of conversion.

4.3 Uranium enrichment

The rapid expansion in the growth of LWR1s in the

European nuclear power industry has resulted in a shortage of

uranium enrichment capacity in that region. This demand has

been met largely by the three big diffusion plants operated in

8)
the US. ' These were set up for defence purposes and have a

combined capacity of 17,000 t SVU/a. The existing diffusion

plants in the UK (Capenhurst) and France (Pierrelatte),

similarly built for military purposes, each have an output of

about 500 t SWU/a, and are apparently uneconomical compared
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with the US ones. According to current market predictions

(assuming a tails assay of 0.2%), the 1980 demand in the western

world is expected to be about 32,000 t SWU/a, and in 1985 this

will be over 50,000 t SWU/a, It was expected that the present

capacity of the US will no longer be sufficient to meet the

requirements of the western world by about 1977-78. For this

reason it was decided by the USAEC (now ERDA) to increase the

capacity of their existing plants to a total of 27,600 t SWU/a.

This was to be achieved at least in part by increasing tails

assays of U-235» with the consequence that an increased demand

27)on oi-e concentrate would result. ' As a result, it is now

believed possible that western demands can be met by ERDA

plants alone until 1980-81. In 1969, the Soviet Union placed

the enrichment services of its diffusion plants on the world

market. Contracts for initial core and refuellijg enrichments

have been concluded with electricity companies in France,

FoR.G., Belgium, Sweden, Finland, and Spain.

The desire by the Western European co-untries to achieve

self-sufficiency in enrichment capacities has led to intensive

8)work in this area: '

Centrifugation process - The ultracentrifugation process

for isotope separation was developed concurrently in Great

Britain, the Netherlands and the F.R.G. The trilateral concern

URENCO has been in operation since 1970 for the purpose of

constructing and operating joint enrichment plants. In 1973,

URENCO announced a continuous increase in capacity such that

some 400 t SWU/a would be available in 1976, 2,000 t SWU/a as

from 1982, and 10,000 t SWU/a as from 1985. The new plants, at

Capenhurst (UK) and Almelo (Netherlands) have commenced operation

on schedule. '
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*
Diffusion process - On the basis of studies by EURODIF,

which investigated the application of French technology for

economically operating diffusion plants, the French Government

in 1973 announced its decision to construct a diffusion plant,

which at the final production stage (now scheduled for 1981 ' ) ,

will have a capacity of 10,700 t SWU/a. By 1979, its capacity

is to be about 4,000 t SVU/a. The financial appropriations for

construction of the plant and the services of nuclear stations

required to provide power are to be shared by the member

countries. Construction is under way at Tricastin in the Phone

Valley. A further project has been set up which plans to

install additional capacity for which customers have already

been identified under the name COREDIF.

Nozzle process - A jet nozzle (Becker) process for isotope

separation has been developed in the F.R.G. Several planning

studies for the construction of enrichment plants based on this

process have been carried out. A pilot plant is to be built

by a German consortium in the F.R.G. with the collaboration of

the Brazilian state nuclear energy corporation, NUOLEBRAS. '

This is due for completion in 1981, and is to be followed by an

industrial scale plant to be built in Brazil with a capacity

of 180 t SWU/a.8' It is intended that this will be used

exclusively to supply Brazilian LWR1s already under construction.

* EURODIF share distribution^' - AGIP Nucleare (Italy) 12.5
CNEN (Italy) 12.5%, ENUSA (Spain) 11.11%, SERU (France)
27.78%, SOBEN (Belgium) 11.11%, SOFIDIF (Iran and France)
25%.

** COREDIF share distribution - CEA (as SERU, France) 29%,
AEOI (Iran) 20%, EURODIF 51%.
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South Africa, Canada, Australia, and Japan are also

considering the development of enrichment facilities. A

summary of projected enrichment capacities is given in Tables

13t 1̂ » 15- These estimates show that there is an effective

surplus in enrichment capacity up to some time in 1982. Given

the development of technologies now in the process of being

proved, this can be extended to 1987. As the demand situation

could change over this period, it is difficult to project beyond

the late 1980's. Currently, the output of virtually all of the

operating and fully committed planned uranium enrichment

capacity h.as been sold so far ahead into the future as anyone

9)would ..-ant to place orders. ' Due to the virtual monopoly of

the ERDA plants, enrichment costs for separative work have been

fixed by the ERDA. To a considerable extent, these have been

on a non-commercial basis because of the military origin of

the plants. At present ERDA charges $61.3O/SWU on a fixed

29 }commitment basis, and $66.75/SWU on a short-term demand basis. '

These will rise, particularly since the diffusion process is

heavily dependent on electricity. EURODIF has indicated prices

around $75/S¥U and URENCO $100/SWU for their new installations. '

With the introduction of both long-term and increasingly

inflexible contracts, the price for separative work can no

longer be considered the sole basis for enrichment costs that

have to be met for the operation of nuclear power plants. It

can be expected that the overall costs of enrichment services

for LWR's will rise more steeply in the future than in the past.

The Commission of the European Communities is reported as

saying that by 1985, more than half of the Community's supplies
Z19)

of enriched uranium will come from European sources. '
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Table 13. Enrichment capacities In operation or.in
construction in USA or Europe with assumed
supply from USSR fcn 1Q3t SWU/a)i>)

ERDA (US)
Urenco
Eurodif

total
assumed supply
from USSR

1980

22.8
1.0
6.1

29.9

3-0

1982

25.2
2.0
10.8

38.0

3.0

1984

25.9
2.0
10.8

38.7

3.0

1986

27.6
2,0
10.8*

40.4

3.0

1988

27.7
2.0
10.8

40.5

3.0

1990

27.7
2.0
10.8

40.5

3.0

Table 14. Planned enrichment capacities - China _\
and USSR not included (in 103 t SWU/aV'

Based on proven
technologies -
UEA (USA)

Coredif
Urenco

Based on technologies being
demonstrated commercially

Centrifuge in US
Centrifuge in Japan
UKOR (South Africa)

total

1982

3

0.6

3.6

1984

9
3
2

2
0.2
2

18.2

1986

9
9
4

4
0.8
5

32

1988

9
9
6

6
2
5

37

1990

9
9
8

8
K
5

43

Table 15. Enrichment services balance (in 10 t SWU/a)

demand

supply (ERDA-Urenco-
Eurodi -USSR)

balance

supply (including
planned capacity)
balance

1980

30

33

+3

33
+3

1982

42

41

-1

44.
+2.

6
6

1984

53

42

-11

60.
+7.

2
2

1986

70

43

-27

75
+5

1988

86

44

-42

81
-5

1990

105

44

-61

87
-18
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4.4 Fuel element fabrication

Fuel fabrication is a straightforward, profitable,

advanced technology which can be set up on a routine basis on

a comparatively small scale to save substantial foreign

12)
exchange. ' Correspondingly, a large number of firms are

offering fuel fabrication services for refuelling. ' The

first reactor core is normally delivered by the reactor

manufacturer. Delays in the construction of nuclear power

plants during the past few years have led some of the fuel

element fabrication firms to cut down on their expansion

programmes. ' In fact, the Dutch fuel fabrication firm,

Interfuel, which had a capacity of 3O t/a has announced that

it is terminating operations. ' The following table lists

capacities of established European firms.

Table 16. Fabrication capacity for LWR fuel
elements (t of U/a)°T

manufacturer

UKAEA (BNFL)
CEA (Romans)
Framatome (France/US)
MMN (Belgium)
ASEA-ATOM (Sweden)
RBU (FRG)
FN (Italy)
Coren (Italy)

total

USA
Japan

total for western world

1973

100
100
200
150
150
45O
100
50

1300

2300-2800
250- 400

3800-4500

1976
scheduled

100
200
400
-
150
600
150
?

Requirements for LWR fuel fabrication may be calculated

on the assumption that for each 1000 MW(e) installed capacitys

25 t U of fuel are needed about nine months ahead of

refuelling, with allowance being made for first core requirements.
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indicate that the supply capacity for fuel fabrication is

more than adequate up to 1985. Over <?0# of the fuel

fabrication demand is projected to be for LWR fuel until

around 1990. *' The capacity for fabricating HTGR and LMFBR

fuel is at present low, as is the demand.

Table 17, Projected LWR fuel fabrication capacities
(t heavy metal/a)12)

COUNTRIES

Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany (F.R.)
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
U.K.
Japan
U.S.A.

total

world demand -
low estimate
high estimate

1974

200
-
_

270
300
30
_

250
100
910
3050

5110

1975

200
-

200
67O
300
30

250
100

> 910
2750

5410

2200
2200

Planned
1978

4OO-6OO
-

220
1000
300
30
300
400
100

>910
3350

7110

3700
4000

Projected
1980

400-800
-
500
i4oo
600
120
400
400

^.100
9910
8200

13230

6200
67OO

Projected
1985

600-1200
200- 400
>1100
2000
»600
200
800

>45O
>100
2910
8200

15560

13000
15000

Fabrication costs for L¥R fuels have been practically

stable over past years generally ranging about $120 to $170/kg U

13)for standard orders. ' It is expected that they will decrease

or stabilise over the next few years. The cost of mixed oxide

fuel processing is significantly higher thsn that of U0 2 fuel.

Estimates of mixed oxide fuel fabrication cost for LWRs lie

in the region of |300/kg U + Pu, in 1975 value, and those

for LMFBR fuels are as high as 9800 to (1,000/kg U + Pu.

However, core requirements for LMFBR1s are considerably less

than those of LWRs.

4.5 Fuel reprocessing

Reprocessing of uranium metal fuel used in gas-cooled
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reactors was established primarily for the recovery of plutonium

for military purposes. The plants now undertake reprocessing

for the civil industry. In the UK, the plant at Windscale,

now run by BNFL, continues to operate satisfactorily after 24

years service. In France, the CEA have operated two

reprocessing plants: UP1, at Marcoule, was established in 1958,

and UP2, at La Hague, in 1967. Both have a capacity of

1,000 t/a each. Few problems have been met in reprocessing

metal fuel. '

The same cannot be said for the reprocessing of oxide fuel

as used by LWR1 s. Technical problems in the reprocessing of

highly burned-up LWR fuel elements have led to the shut-down

of all reprocessing plants in the USA and Europe in 1973/74.

In 1968, BNFL added a head end plant at Windscale for pre-

treatment of irradiated oxide fuel; the liquors from the head

end plant were fed to the metal reprocessing plant for

separation. In September 1973f an accident led to the closure

of the head end plant for reconstruction. Operations were

planned to recommence in 1976, but it is unlikely that the

previous capacity of 300 t U/a will be matched. ' The French

similarly decided to add a new head end to the UP2 plant in

1969. This is now under-going tests at present, and capacity

will be stepped up following these. Apart from a small pilot

plant commissioned at Karlsruhe, this is the only reprocessing

facility operating for LWR fuel at the present. The proposed

14)fuel reprocessing program is outlined in Table 18. '

8)
A shortage in capacity as from 1980 cannot be avoided. '

This situation necessitates the construction of special wet

storages for burned fuel elements as the power stations do not

have the storage capacity to cover the period of shortage from
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1980 to 1985. The difficulty is expected to be temporary.

Oxide-fuelled thermal reactors now operating in Europe or under

construction are expected to discharge a total of just over

20,000 t U of fuel by 1990. The overall effect of planned

capacity is that allowing for some unscheduled down time, an

integrated reprocessing capacity of about 20,000 t U is expected

Ik)
to be available from the mid-19801s. ' Estimates of costs for

reprocessing are currently expected to be in the range of

$2OO-$3OO/kg U. 1/*'

Table 18. European programme for LWB fuel
reprocessing (in t U/a)'^)

1976 1978 1980 1982

UP2, La Hague 50 400 800 800
(Cogama, France)

UP3, La Hague -
(Cogema, France)

tfindscale - ? ? ?
(BNFL, UK)
WAK, Karlsruhe
(KEWA, FRG) 40 (pilot plant)

Aschenbourg
(KEWA, FRG) -

1984

800

800

1000

_
4ol (Euro- possibly 400 in the future
chemic , Belgium)

1986

800

1600

1000

—

1988

800

1600

2000

1500*

•estimated to be able to support 50,000 MW(e)
generating capacity.9)

The three European firms who have reprocessing plants under

construction or planned have combined their reprocessing

14}interests in the organisation, United Reprocessors GmbH. ' The

members are British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (BNFL, formed from the

UKAEA), Compagnie General des Matieras Nucleaires (Cogema,

formed from the CEA, France), and Kernbrennstoff-Wiederauf-

arbeitungs GmbH (KEWA, formed from four West German

companies). A common approach has been adopted in reprocessing

using what is basically a PUREX solvent extraction process, and
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a free interchange of information and technology is under way.

The domination of United Reprocedsors makes their contract

arrangements of interest. A "pre-payment cost-plus" type of

contract has been developed whereby it is proposed that

reprocessors will contract with utilities for blocks of

reprocessing to service their reactors during the 1980's, and

that funds will flow from the utilities to the reprocessor to

support the cost of construction of the reprocessing plant. An

advance of 40$ of the estimated cost of reprocessing the

contracted fuel will be required on signing the contract. A

second 40% will be paid on delivery of the irradiated fuel.

The final amount will be paid on completion of the reprocessing,

and this will be determined by reference to the actual costs

14)involved. ' Future contracts will include provisions for

radioactive waste to be returned to the country of origin for

ultimate storage. Uranium and plutonium recovered following

reprocessing will be made available under international

safeguards.

International trade in supplying1 reprocessing services has

already been undertaken. BNFL has processed considerable

amounts of Magnox fuel from Italy and Japan, and has received
Un)

oxide fuel from Japan. ' This service can be expected to

increase. The Windscale plant planned for the late-1980's is

14)
for reprocessing non-UK fuel.

4.6 Plutonium recycle

Plutonium is produced in reactors fuelled with natural

or low-enriched uranium, and is recovered from irradiated fuel

by reprocessing. As the principal isotope Pu-239 is fissionable

to thermal neutrons, plutonium may be used to replace a large
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proportion of U-235 in enriched fuels as used in LWRs.

Because plutonium is a fission explosive material and is highly

radiotoxic, considerable concern has recently been expressed

over proposals to recycle plutonium in new fuel. In fact, this

has already been done on a limited scale in Europe. '

Belgium has been involved in plutonium recycling activities

for many years in pilot programmes, and claim that the

unavailability of plutonium is inhibiting commercial

developments. Under the co-ordination of Euratom, Belgium,

West Germany, and Italy are combining in a major programme to

demonstrate commercial recycling in LWR1s. The Garigliano

reactor in Italy had a partial reload of mixed oxide elements

in 1968, and a full reload (one-third of the core) has since

been inserted. Another Italian reactor is to be partially

loaded with plutonium-bearing fuel elements. ' As LWR

plutonium recycle competes with the utilisation of plutonium

as a fuel in LMFBR's, some countries such as France have been

saving plutonium for future use. Nevertheless, the French

have designed and built recycle fuel elements to be placeu in

the Chooz reactor. '

The economic price of the plutonium produced for recycling

stems from the value of the substituted uranium, taking into

account the specific costs of the plutonium recycling. '

Every cost change in the uranium cycle has an effect on the

price of the plutonium equivalent. In view of increasingly

inflexible terms of uranium contracts, plutonium produced by

the reactor operator offers the only possibility for pursuing

* 1 g Pu corresponds to about 0.8-1.2 g U-235. Some 20-25$ of
the enriched uranium loading could be saved with complete
recycling of plutonium."'
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a relatively flexible fuel policy in the event of unforeseen

circumstances during reactor operation. Plutonium recycling

is therefore of great economic appeal. The present price of

Plutonium on the vorld market has been well below its

equivalent price. Delays in recycling are due to low

reprocessing capacity and unsolved licensing problems. ' The

difference betwen the situation in the US and Europe lies with

this latter problem: US activity in waiting for a decision by

the USNRC on commercial recycling to be taken in 1977. '

The public concern voiced over plutonium recycle has not

been ineffective. The proposed West German reprocessing plant

at Aschenbourg will be co-located with all installations at the

9)back end of the fuel cycle. ' Plutonium will arrive at the

site in highly-irradiated fuel elements, and leave the same

site diluted in fresh fuel elements. This arrangement is

expected to greatly increase the physical protection of fissile

9)material against terrorism, sabotage, and diversion. '

4.7 High activity waste management

As elsewhere, considerable pressure has been brought

to bear for a permanent solution to the problems of waste

disposal. These have been recognised, and Table 19 summarises

current practice and future plans for high activity waste

k)management in Europe. ' For example, the Windscale site
3

includes eight tanks each with a capacity of 70 m , and three

with a capacity of 150 m for storage of liquid waste. The

tanks are of stainless steel with double containment and

internal cooling coils. Acidic solutions have been stored in
4)

the UK for about 20 years, and no leaks have occurred. ' The

move towards solidifying liquid waste is common with the rest



Country

UK

France

West
Germany

Belgium

Italy

Current practice

Liquid wastes are stored as acidic
solutions at Windscale and Dounreay
reprocessing plants in stainless
steel tanks.

Liquid wastes are stored as acidic
solutions at the Marcoule and La
Hague reprocessing plants in
stainless steel tanks. The PIVER
pilot plant to solidify wastes
into borosilicate glass has been
operating since 1969.

Liquid wastes from WAK reprocessing
pi}.ot plant are stored in stainless
steel tanks. Studies of solidfying
wastes into borosilicate and phos-
phate glass are in progress.

Liquid wastes from Eurochemic
reprocessing plant are stored in
stainless steel tanks.

EUROX pilot reprocessing plant
began operation in 1970. Small
quantities of liquid wastes are
stored in stainless steel tanks.

Future plans

Storage of wastes as liquids is considered
safe in the near term. The FINGAL process
to solidify wastes into borosilicate glass
was investigated from 1958-68. An improved
glass-making process (HARVEST) is being
developed and there arc plans to begin
solidifying wastes in the mid-^SO's.
Storage methods that allow solidified
wastes to be retrieved are favoured.

A new solidifcation plant capable of
vitrifying pastes from a 1500 tonne/a
processing facility is being constructed
at Marcoule.

First radioactive glasses will be produced
in the VERA pilot plant in 1976/77. High-
level liquid wastes will be converted into
glasses after a three to five year cooling
period. Salt formation at Asse is being
studied for ultimate disposal.

Calcination and glassification processes
are being considered for waste solidification.

Batch solidification to form borosilicate or
phosphate glasses under consideration.
Disposal of solid wastes in clay formations
of low permeability is being investigated.
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of the world.

It is interesting to gauge the scale of the problem. A

1000 MW(e) reactor gives rise to about 3k m of high activity

k)liquid waste each year. ' Taking into account the future

growth of the nuclear industry, the total world production rate

is likely to be about 6000 wr in 1980, and 33,000 m^ in 1990.

This may be compared with the 320,000 m of liquid waste now

stored in the US, mainly produced as a result of the weapons

programme. The smaller volume expected from the civil nuclear

power programme is a result of improvements in the technology

of waste processing.

Extensive research has been undertaken regarding the

ultimate disposal of high activity wastes in solid form. The

solution most favoured is burial in stable geological

formations beneath the land. Salt deposits are considered

k)
most likely. '

5. LEGISLATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

5.1 Licensing and regulatory control

Summaries of licensing and regulatory control of

nuclear installations in European states may be found in

references."'^ ' While it is not intended to repeat these

here, it is of interest to noie the difference between those

of the US and Europe. The only written regulations governing

licensing and regulatory control of commercial nuclear power

plants in Europe are those of Vest Germany.57) This does not

imply that in other European countries controls are not imposed,

but rather that detailed design criteria are rarely written

into federal laws and regulations. Instead, codes of practice

or rules are administered by the licensing or regulatory

authorities.
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Licensing regulations of the FRG and the US have been

compared,^' and some significant differences exist,

(i) US regulations and guides are greater in number by an order

of magnitude than those of the FRG, and generally are more

inclined to quantitative requirements.

(ii) European regulations appear to be more concerned with

safety systems, including passive failures, and reflect tlie

siting of plants near load centres with high population

densities.

(iii) The US approach for the prevention of sabotage is basically

by administrative controls and armed perimeter guards. The

European method is more direct in that inner areas are protected

in such a way that violent entry from the outside would be time

consuming. Moreover, spatial redundancy or structural

protection has to be provided.

(iv) Licensing: in European countries such as Switzerland,

West Germany and Italy, the operating permit is obtained in

numerous licensing steps, typically 60-100. In Italy, some 50

individual systems-review approvals must be accomplished, prior

to plant completion. The US approach is a two-step process -

the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and the Environmental Report.

This would appear to be preferable, and is probably facilitated

by having written regulations to follow.

(v) The major differences in containment design between US and

European regulations (French, Spanish, and Italian excepted)

are specifications for double containment and aircraft impact

resistance on all units.

(vi) Combination loadings: West German regulations, unlike

General Design criteria laid down in the US, do not recognise
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the possibility that a loss of coolant accident could be

induced by the accident forces of a shut-down earthquake.

The early design concepts for plants.installed in Europe

were to USNRC standards, since the vendors were mainly US-based

and provided systems as turnkey projects. The development of

European standards is a recent occurrence (the F.R.G.

regulations were approved in 197*0, and reflects local specific

geographical and topographi<aL characteristics, such as

population density, seismic design, aircraft impact incident

probabilities and anti-terrorist protection. A greater

departure from USNRC design bases may be expected as domestic

industries develop.

5.2 International organisations

With common interests and conditions, it is not

surprising that a large degree of co-operation exists between

European states on matters related to nuclear energy. The

high capital costs of nuclear research have led to a pooling

of resources. Many of the organisations so formed have played

a considerable role in the promotion of research and development

of nuclear energy in Europe. The important non-commercial

ventures are listed below.

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance - CMEA

Members: Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, D.R. Germany,

Hungary, Poland, Rumania, USSR.

Activities: amongst other considerations, the development

of multilateral economic, scientific and technical

co-operation with a view to better planned peaceful

uses of nuclear energy.



European Atomic Energy Society

Members: atomic energy research organisations in most

Western European countries.

Activities: promotion of nuclear energy.

European Atomic Energy Community - EURATOM

Members: Belgium, Denmark, Prance, F.R. Germany, Ireland,

Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, UK.

Activities: EURATOM is part of the Commission of

European Communities. It promotes and facilitates

nuclear research in member states. To this end, it

maintains a Joint Nuclear Research Centre, with

establishments in four countries -

(i) Ispra Establishment, Italy: a multidisciplinary

research centre with one test reactor (ESSOR), kO

laboratories and various test facilities. This site has

been chosen for the joint European torus (JET) by the

Commission, but this choice is currently the subject of

c ontroversy,

(ii) Petten Establishment, Netherlands: one materials

testing reactor (MTR) and laboratories.

(iii) Karlsruhe Establishment (Transuranium Institute),

F.R. Germany: extensive laboratories for basic research

on transuranium elements, including plutonium.

(iv) Geel Establishment (Central Bureau for Nuclear

Measurements), Belgium: one Van de Graaff accelerator, plus

laboratories for research in nuclear metrology and

reference substances.

An important achievement of the EURATOM Treaty was the

early establishment of a system of safeguards to prevent

the diversion of nuclear materials from their intended

uses. An independent safeguards authority was established
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to act in a regime similar to that now applied by the IAEA

in other non-NPT states. The EURATOM system predates IAEA

safeguards. As the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

Nuclear Weapons (NPT), specifically requires IAEA safe-

guards, the Community concluded a safeguards agreement

with the IAEA providing for the IAEA to verify the findings

of the EURATOM .safeguards system for those member states

that have ratified NPT.

European Insurance Committee

Member countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,

F.R. Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,

Switzerland, Turkey, UK.

Nuclear activities: to provide national insurance

associations and insurance pools with information,

advice, and support of all problems of international

relevance involving atomic risk.

European Organisation for Nuclear Research - CERN

Member countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, F.R. Germany,

France, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,

Switzerland, UK.

Nuclear activities: pure research into the fundamental

structure of matter. CERN is located in Geneva where

several high energy accelerators are used by visiting

teams from the member states.

Forum Atomique European - FORATOM

Members: similar forum organisations of Austria, Belgium,

Denmark, Finland, France, F.R. Germany, Italy,

Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland, UK.



Activities: FORATOM is an international union which

devotes itself to promoting the peaceful development

of nuclear power.

Intergovernmental Maritime Consultive Organisation - IMCO

Member countries: 89 states, including Nev Zealand.

Nuclear activities: safety in transporting nuclear

materials.

International Atomic Energy Agency - IAEA

Member countries: most countries throughout the world,

including New Zealand.

Nuclear activities: located in Vienna, the IAEA is an

agency of the U.N. and serves to promote and assist

the development of peaceful uses of nuclear energy

in member states. Amongst its many activities are

technical assistance programmes, dissemination of

nuclear information through INIS (international

Nuclear Information Service), and the application of

nuclear safeguards regimes through the Department of

Safeguards and Inspection. States which have ratified

NPT are required to submit all nuclear activities

within the inspections. Non-NPT states may also be

subject to IAEA safeguards according to bilateral

agreements. Several laboratories are maintained.

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research

Member countries: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, D.R. Germany,

Hungary, Mongolia, D.R. Korea, Poland, Rumania, USSR*

D.R. Vietnam.

Nuclear activities: appears to parallel those of CERN.

The Institute is sited at Dubna, USSR.
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Nordic Institute for Theoretical Physics - NORDITA

Member countries: Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway,

Sweden.

Nuclear activities: operation of an institute in

Copenhagen for theoretical atomic physics studies.

OECD Nuclear Energy Agency - NEA

Member countries: All OECD members (which includes most

countries of Western Europe) with the exception of

New Zealand.

Nuclear activities: the OECD NEA replaced the OECD

European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA) in 1972» when

non-European states were permitted entry. Many

committees are organised (that include participants

from EURATOM, IAEA) which study aspects of nuclear

power and the fuel cycle, These studies are fully

reported, and some have been quoted in this

publication. In addition, joint undertakings of the ENEA

resulted in the establishment of four research

projects -

(i) European Company for the Chemical Processing of

Irradiated Fuels (EDHOCHEMIC), Mol, Belgium: this was

created in 1957, and between 1966-1974 operated an

experimental reprocessing plant. Research is now being

conducted in the treatment of wastes and plant decon-

tamination.

(ii) Halden Reactor Project, Halden, Norway: experimental

20 MW(t) boiling heavy water reactor, established in 1958.
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(ill) High Temperature Reactor Project (Dragon), Winfrith,

UK: experimental 20 MW(t) HTGR. The project was

established in 1959, and the reactor went critical in

1964. Due to a lack of agreement over extension, the

project ceased in 1976.

(iv) International Project in the Field of Food Irradiation,

Karlsruhe, F.R.G.: this is a project set up in 1971 and

jointly sponsored by NEA, IAEA, and the Food and

Agriculture Organisation (FAO) of the UN.

5.3 International agreements and treaties

Most of the foregoing organisations have arisen as a

result of international agreements. Under the subject of

nuclear power in Europe, there are two further items of inter-

national co-operation which are of importance:

5.3«1 - The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT)

This Treaty, ' aimed at halting the spread of nuclear

weapons as a result of the development of nuclear energy, was

adopted in 1968 and came into force in 1970. Since that date,

100 countries have ratified the Treaty. The EURATOM ratification

of NPT was accomplished on 2 May 1975» However, many member

states of EURATOM had ratified NPT prior to this. Except for

France and Spain, all nuclear European countries have ratified

the Treaty.

As was mentioned before, one of the requirements of

ratification of NPT is that the state must accept the imposition

of a safeguards regime administered by the IAEA. This is dealt

with in another INS (DSIR) report. '

5.3.2 - Liability conventions

It is not surprising that the European countries have

attempted to deal with the question of liability which could
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result from consequences of a nuclear accident occurring in

another country. As with national schemes of most countries,5k)

liability is channelled to the operator of the plant (or

material) which causes the damage. Several conventions exist;

those which are currently in force are given in Table 2O. ̂ *^ '

Table 20. European states that have ratified various
conventions on nuclear liability. Only those
conventions which have entered into force
are listed.

Country
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany (F.R.)
Finland
Greece
Italy
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Turkey
U.K.

I
1966
197^
1966

(1975)*
1972
1970

(1974)*
1973
1961
1968
1961
1966

II

1974
1966 *
(1975)*

-
_

(197*)*
1973
1966
1968
_

1966

III

197*
1973

(1975)*
-
-
-
1975
197^
1974
-
-'

* notice given of intention to ratify.

I: (Paris) Convention of Third Party Liability in the F_eld

of Nuclear Damage, 29 July i960, and Additional Protocol

signed in Paris on 28 January 196k. Entered into force

on 1 April 1968.

II: (Brussels) Convention of 31 January 1963f Supplementary

to the Paris Convention, and Additional Protocol signed

in Paris on 28 January 196ft. Entered into force on 4

December 1974 (convention), 16 December 1974 (protocol).

Ill: (Brussels) Convention relating to Civil Liability in the

Field of Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Material, 17 December

1971. Entered into force 15 July 1975.

6. SURVEY OF NATIONAL NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES

For easy reference, a list of European nuclear power plants,

both operational and under construction or on order, is given in
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Table 21 at the end of this report. This section briefly

reviews national nuclear power development. The extent to which

countries contribute to the nuclear Industry may be gauged from

int«

18)

17)publications such as international buyer's guides ' and those

covering exhibitions.

6.1 Austria

Austria has a small nuclear power industry and it

18)exports coolant systems and other heavy engineering products. '

One power plant is under construction near Vienna and is due to

commence operation this year. It is a 692 MW(e) BVR supplied

by the West Germans firms of KWU and AEG. No other reactors

have yet been ordered. '

6.2 Belgium

Belgium has had long associations in PVR development

with France and the US firm of Vestinghouse. The BR-3 11.2 MW(e)

research PVR was constructed at Mol in the early 19-60*8, by

Belgonucleaire. The station at Chooz, in France, was

constructed as a joint effort between France and Belgium who

share the power produced. This is a 320 MW(e) PWR. It was

finished in 1967, and was built by Vestinghouse, the Belgian

firm of ACEC, and the French firm, Framatome. The subsidiary,

Vestinghouse Nuclear Europe, has headquarters in Brussels and

competes directly with Framatome which builds Vestinghouse-type

PWRs under licence. In 1975f three PWRs at two stations

commenced commercial operation. The 870 MW(e) Tihange 1 reactor

is again a joint Belgian-French venture, built by the consortium

formed principally by Vestinghouse, ACEC and Framatome. Reactors

at the 780 Mtf(e) Doel station were constructed by Acecowen,

14)another consortium. ' Four more PWRs are on order and are
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due to come into operation between 1980-1982.

Along with the Dutch, Belgium has been participating in a

joint project with West Germany for the construction of a

300 MW(e) LMFHR at Kalkar, F.R.G. The reactor, designated

SNH-300, is due for completion in 1980. The firm Belgonucleaire

is responsible for Belgium's contribution to the SNR-300, and

is contributing significantly in the manufacture of plutonium

fuel. This expertise arose from the operation of the Eurochemic

fuel reprocessing facility establishment at Mol as a joint

project of the European Nuclear Energy Agency (now known as

the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the OECD). ' In view of the

shortage of reprocessing capacity in Europe at present, this

12)facility may be recoramissioned by the Belgian Government. '

Belgium is well provided for in other stages of the fuel cycle.

This includes LWR fuel fabrication (MMN) and an 11$ stake (held

by SOBEN) in the enrichment consortium of EDRODIF.

6.3 Bulgaria

Little is reported regarding the nuclear industry in

this country. Two reactors (440 MW(e) PWRs) of the four-unit

station at Kozlodny have commenced operation since 1974. These

were supplied from the USSR by Atomenergoexport (AEE). '

Under an agreement established in 1972 with the governments

of Hungary, G.D.R., Poland, USSR, and Czechoslavakia, Bulgaria

is a member country of the international company Interatominstru-

18)
ment (iAl), formed to market nuclear instruments and devices.

6.4 Czechoslavakia

A 110 MW(e) gas-cooled heavy-water moderated reactor

commenced operation in 1972 at the Bohunice station. The

manufacturer is not reported. ' Four 440 MW(e) PWRs are planned



for completion in the period 1977-1980. As with oth.ir CMEA-

countries, these are being supplied by AEE. '

6.5 Denmark

Although no reactors have been placed on order, it is

reported that a site for a station has been chosen, at Gyling

Naes on the coast south of Aarhus. As with the exploration of

uranium ore reserves in Greenland, construction of the station

18)has become a politically sensitive issue. '

The Danish firm, Kemitern, exports systems for the

18)concentration of radioactive waste water. '

6.6 Finland

Late in 1975» the programme in Finland for constructing

10 nuclear power plants to provide about 7000 MW(e) capacity

by 1985, was delayed from three to five years. This delay is

reported as a result of a dwindling increase in electricity

demand. A zero increase was achieved in 197*1, and a decrease

in 1975.1*

The present capacity of 7300 MW(e) (about 50$ hydro) is

half publicly owned and half owned by industry. Two 420 MW(e)

P¥R«s are being supplied by AEE from Russia, and are due to

commence operation in the period 1976-78. These form the

Loviisa station to be run by the nationalised utility IVO. The

private industrial utility group, TVO, has two 660 MW(e) BWRs

under construction on a site at Olkiluoto. These are being

supplied by the Swedish firm ASEA-Atom, and are due for

completion in 1978-80. The other six reactors are to be LVR's

also. A decision on energy needs after 1985 will be left by the

18)government until 1978. '

Finland's domestic nuclear industry can supply substantial

proportions of the equipment in a nuclear station, including
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equipment, reactor internals and in-core components, air locks,

12)shielding and nuclear instrumentation. '

6.7 France

Prance now has the second largest programme for installed

capacity by 1985 in the world. Some 40 nuclear units are to be

built between 1975 and 1985, with a net electrical power output

of 50,000 MW(e). The first part of the programme consists of

900 MW(e) PWRs. These will number 28 or 30, the first of which

is due to commence operation this year at Pessenheim, and

building of the last will start in 1978 at the latest. The

second stage will include 1300 MW(e) PWRs. This stage is

expected to start soon. The last stage of the programme, which

could start around 1980, will consist of fast breeders. All

new plants will be operated by Electricite de France (EDF),

the national organisation responsible for the production and

distribution of electrical energy throughout France. '

A major reconstruction of the French nuclear industry has

recently taken place. With the commitment to PWRs, the BWR

supplier CGE has been left out of the domestic industry and a

single reactor builder, Framatome, has been appointed as

monopoly reactor pressure vessel supplier in France. Framatome

builds reactors under licence according to the US Westinghouse

design. At the end of 1975, the French Atomic Energy Commission,

CEA, bought the 30$ share of Framatome owned by Westinghouse.

The remaining 15$ share retained by Westinghouse will be

transferred to Creusot-Loire, now 51$ owner of Framatome, in

1982 when the Westinghouse licence agreements expire.

Westinghouse will continue to co-operate wi+h the CEA and

12)Framatome in joint ventures. '
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By having the CEA buy into commercial companies, the

French government is playing a substantial part in the growth

of the industry. Under the guise of SERU, the CEA has about

30$ shares in the uranium enrichment projects EURODIF and COREDIF.

The company Cogemf>, formed from the CEA, will look after fuel

cycle interests including the construction of oxide fuel

reprocessing plants at Cap de La Hague. Reprocessing technology

has also been exported. The French designed a 200 t/a pilot

plant for construction in Japan. More recently, negotiations

have been undertaken to sell reprocessing plants to South Korea

and Pakistan. These are still doubtful because of intei—ational

pressure, particularly from the USA, regarding the application

of safeguards. Framatome has co-operated in supplying PWRs to

other European countries, and letters of intent have been

received for two 900 MW(e) PWRS for Iran, and the supply of a

600 MW(e) unit to Iraq. Iran is co-operating with^France in

the EURODIF and COREDIF projects.12'

Along with the UK, France has a clear lead in breeder

technology.**3'3 ' The 233 MW(e) prototype LMFBR Phoenix at

Marcoule commenced operation in 1973. During 1975 it had an

availability of 70$. It was constructed by a consortium

comprising EDF, CEA, and 6AAA (owned by CGE, Alstora and Babcock).

GAAA, .Creusot-I/oî e- iand.î heyjSĴ .hayejfcf̂ rmed*a,,ne.wapompany,̂ v.,. jjri?

Novatome, which will develop breeders. This includes

collaboration with the West German firm Kraftwerke Union (KWU).

Germany, France, and Italy are to participate jointly in the

1200 MW(e) Super Pho«nix LMFBR project to be sited at Greys-

Malville in France. The placing of a formal order for this is

*EDF (France) 5194 share, ENEL (italj) 33#, RWE (FRG)
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expected this year. Together with GAAA, the firm Technicatome

is preparing a tender for the construction of the Super Phoenix

reactor. '

6.8 Democratic Republic of Germany

East Germany has three PWRs in operation, all

supplied by AEE. The first, Rheinsberg, commenced operation

in 1966, and those of the Nord 1 station, near Lubmin, in 1973

and 1975. Four more are planned for the period 1977-80. '

6.9 Federal Republic of Germany

Like France, Vest Germany has made an extensive

commitment to nuclear power. By 1980, power plant capacity

is planned to rise to 20,000 Mff(e), about 25$ of electricity

requirements. In 1985, this should rise to 45-50,000 MW(e),

18)
representing roughly 45% of the total electricity demand. '

In fact, this programme could be delayed. Coal consumption

has fallen, and the rate of increase in electric power demand

has dropped from a figure of about 7%t constant until 1973t to

only 3.596 in 1974, and 2% in the first half of 1975-1*

Considerable public opposition has been mounted against nuclear

power, and difficulties have been experienced in selecting

12)
sites, particularly for cooling water.

Although German firms may now experience a lack of domestic

orders, the industry in F.R.G. is assured of a very high rate of

nuclear power growth. At the end of 1975, German manufacturers

had 28 reactor units under construction, aggregating about

21,000 MW(e) net.12' Reactors have been exported to Argentina,
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Austria, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. Orders have been

received from Brazil, Iran, Luxembourg, and Spain. The

Brazilian agreement is of interest. It extends over 20 years,

and includes a research and development programme. An initial

series of eight Biblis B type 1300 MW(e) PWRs are to be built

along with pilot scale fuel enrichment, fabrication and

reprocessing plants. The sale of fuel cycle facilities has

suffered international criticism because of the fission

explosive material which will become available. Brazil is not a

party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.

A large number of German firms are engaged in the nuclear

industry. The major firm, at least for the export of reactor

plants, appears to be Kraftwerk Union (KWU) of Mulheim. They

are standardising a 1300 MW(e) LWR. It is reported that KWU

makes very little of its own nuclear hardware, apart from the

fuel and turbine/generators, and is largely a designer of

plant. Reactor pressure vessels have, particularly in the

largest sizes, been bought from Sweden and containment vessels

from Austria. ' The other large firm involved in supplying

nuclear plants is Babcock-Brown Boveri. This is a majority-

held European subsidiary of the US firm of Babcock and Wilcox.

AEG Telefunken and Siemens have also been involved in LWR

manufacture. '

In a joint effort with the Belgians and the Dutch, the

Germans have been developing a 300 MW(e) LMFBR at Kalkar. This

reactor, designated SNR-300, is due to commence operation in

1980. The project is coming under increasing criticism,

10.)
particularly in the Netherlands. 7 / It has been revealed that

the SNR-300 has r. breeding factor of less than unity, and

cannot breed at all. France and Germany have recently signed
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agreements on joint development of breeder and high temperature

reactor (HTR) technology. The Germans will collaborate with

the French on the 1300 Mv(e) Super-Phoenix development, which

will be followed by a SNR-2OOO programme. It would appear thai

F.R.G. is becoming the leader in the development of the HTR

development. A 300 MW(e) "pebble-bed" reactor is due for

completion at Schmehausen in 1977.

LWRs constructed by German firms have achieved an

enviable reputation in the world market which is reflected in

exports. Power plants in Germany have experienced good

reliability. '

6.10 Hungary

Two units of a four-reactor station at Pake are

currently under construction and are due for completion in

1980. These are the standard 440 Mw(e) PVRs supplied from

the USSR by AEE. * The station will ultimately be expanded

to 4000 MW(e).

6.11 Italy

Italy has embarked upon a programme of rapid

expansion in nuclear power plant capacity. In December 1975»

the government approved plans of the National Committee for

Nuclear Energy (CNEN) and the nationalised electricity board

(ENEL) for the construction of some 20 units in the 1000 MW(e)

class to be operational by 1985. A series of eight 1000 MW(e)

LWR's were to be ordered this year, and the remainder during

1977-78.12)

On the industrial front, there are two Italian groups

that have received orders as a result of this expansion.

AMN-Impianti Termici e Nucleari of Genoa (IRI-Finmeccanica)

for BWR's, and the Elettronucleare Italiana consortium (includes
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a joint company with Westinghouse (SOPREN) to supply PWRs.

Breda has supplied reactor pressure vessels for many overseas

reactors and in 197'*» Westinghouse placed a contract for nine

1200 MW(e) PWR pressure vessels for US stations. A third

group SPIN has been formed by four Italian companies and now

holds the Babcock and Wilcox licence for their PWRs. Fiat

has been involved in nuclear activity since 1956 and with AMN

and AGIP Nucleare has a stake in the consortium NIRA for

developing advanced reactors in Italy. These include a 40

MW(e) heavy-water prototype CIRENE at Latina, and the 130 MW(t)

PEC experimental reactor at Brasimone. NIRA is also responsible

12)for Italy's participation in the French Super-Phoenix project. '

Fuel cycle interests in Italy are covered by the group

AGIP Nucleare. This includes part of Italy's stake in

EURODIF and two fuel fabrication concerns Fabbricazioni

Nucleare (FN) for BVR fuel and Combustibili Nucleare for

Magnox fuel. SIGEN has its own fabricator for PWR fuel called

Coren. At one time there were two advanced reprocessing plant

pilot projects in Italy: Eurex at Saluggia and PCUT at Rotondella,

but with Italy's exclusion for United Reprocessors, both projects

were shelved. '

As in the case of France, UK and Sweden, Italy is following

the trend towards greater governmental participation, through

its national nuclear authority, in the domestic nuclear

industry. CNEN has a 12.5$ share in EURODIF (equal to that

held by AGIP Nucleare), and with Ansaldo Meccanico Nucleare

(AMN) has created the company Nuclital to promote General

Electric (US) type BWRs. The greater domestic interest is

generally at the expense of US companies. For instance, the
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shareholding belonging to General Electric in FN was

recently bought by AGIP Nucleare, which now has an 85$ control.

The remaining 1596 is held by AMN. Consulting agreements are

retained with GE for fabrication of BWR fuel.12'

6.12 Luxembourg

In 1975, Luxembourg placed an order with the German

firm of Babcock-Brown Boveri for a 1300 MW(e) PWR power plant

which is to be built at Remerschen on the upper Mosel. '

6.13 The Netherlands

The Netherlands has one nuclear power station of

commercial size, a 477 MW(e) PWR at Borssele, and a modest

programme of three 1000 MV(e) plants is planned. This

programme has encountered considerable opposition and seems in

12)
danger of being suppressed. A final decision on the exact

location of the three plants is not expected before 1977 due

to extensive hearings. It will not be until 1982 or 1983

before the first station will come on stream. The second and

third are planned to generate power before 1985.

Although the programme calls for proven reactor types,

the choice of reactor manufacture is not limited to those with

established reactor experience. Thus domestic firms such as

Rotterdam Nuclear may build the stations under licence. In

fact, Rotterdam Nuclear is one of the largest manufacturers

12)
of reactor pressure vessels and steam generators in the world.

Other Dutch firms are engaged largely in the manufacturing

side of the nuclear industry, but little work appears to be

18)done in the nuclear fuel cycle. ' The Dutch nuclear fuel

fabrication venture, Interfuel, is to cease operation due to

a lack of work. ' The country accommodates one of the Eurat

joint research centres and was responsible for some of the
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pioneer work on the ultracentrifuge uranium enrichment method.

It maintains this interest in URENCO. The new uranium
2P

enrichment plant at Almelo has recently commenced operation.

The Dutch have participated in the SNR-3OO project at Kalkar,

but it is reported that as a result of pressure, the government

19)recently decided to terminate its support for the project. ' '

6. ~\k Norway

Norway has no nuclear power plant capacity, and

prospects for construction have receded over the past couple

of years. The country's high per capita consumption of

electricity can still be met by abundant hydro-resources in

the country, much of which has yet to be exploited. Additional

energy resources in the form of oil and natural gas discovered

off the coast will be mainly exploited to bring in overseas

currency from exports. The nuclear industry in Norway is small,

and consists mainly in research, instrumentation and the supply

18)of Zircaloy cladding for LWR fuel fabrication. '

6.15 Poland

Poland plans to begin construction in 1981 on its

first nuclear station, near Gdansk, expecting operation in

1987. This will be based on the standard 440 MW(e) PVR supplied

by AEE. Projections predict nuclear power to supply 13?6 of

electricity demand by t99O.^

6.16 Rumania

Rumania similarly plans a 440 MW(e) station at Olt

for completion in 1980.

6.17 Spain

Up until 1972, Spain had three nuclear stations of

mixed types operating with a total capacity of 1073 MW(e).1'

A rapid rate of industrialisation and an increasing per capita

consumption of electricity produced a growth in electricity
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demand of about 10% per annum in recent years. A national

energy plan was conceived for the 10- year period 1972 to 1981,

which was to co-ordinate the activities of the electricity

supply utilities in nuclear power. Six Vestinghouse 920 MW(e)

PWRs were ordered in 1971 and 1972, and one 930 Mff(e) BWR was

ordered from General Electric. It was hoped that at least 50$

Spanish participation in the manufacture of plant and equipment

would be achieved for the first of these, and that the last

12)
would see 75$ participation. ' A third programme of 10 plants

in the 1000 MV(e) class was scheduled for ordering in 1975. So

far, five of these have been Vestinghouse PWRs, two are GE

12)
BWRs, and one PWR has been ordered from KWU. '

One of the objectives in ordering blocks of standardised

units was to enable the domestic industry to have a chance to

establish the necessary capacity to provide a high proportion

of local content. The company Equipos Nucleares SA was

established as a joint subsidiary of four of the largest Spanish

companies. A technical assistance agreement was concluded with

the Italian PVR manufacturer, Breda Termomeccanica, for guidance

in setting up a manufacturing plant. Ultimately, a manufacturing

facility capable of turning out four nuclear steam supply systems

12)

each year is to be developed. '

Spain's national fuel cycle company, ENTJSA, has an 11$

share in EURODIF, and is also contracted for substantial amounts

of enrichment from the USSR. There are considerable uranium

deposits in Spain, and the first industrial scale milling plant
was due to start operation this year. An initial capacity of

12)
112 t/a will be increased to 400 t/a by the end of 1979. '

The Spanish government is reported as interested in a

joint LMFBR development programme with France, and is discussing
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a proposal for setting up a reprocessing and plutonium

12)
laboratory.

6. 18 Sweden

Sweden had four nuclear power stations in operation

by the end of 1975. ' The utilities had requested that 15

reactors should be in operation by the end of 1985* but as a

result of the action by numerous and vociferous opposition

rs

M)
parties, ' the programme has been restricted to 13 reactors. '

Nevertheless, Sweden's nuclear reactor programme is reported

as the largest in the world, on a per capita basis. By

government stimulation of stringent measures to economise on

energy, Sweden aims to reduce its growth rate of energy

consumption from a typical k.5% per annum to an average of 2<fo

up to 1985, and to zero from the beginning of the 1990's.

Some 73$ of Sweden1s energy balance is due to imported

petroleum products (the highest per capita consumption in thp

world ), and it is intended to reduce this figure to 60% by

1985. The growth of electricity consumption is therefore

likely to be more than 2$ (in fact, 6$ is expected) with the result

that by 1985, nuclear power will account for 12$ of the energy

balance and will equal the contribution by hydro-electric

20)power. ' With the recent election of a new coalition

government, it is difficult to predict what will happen to the

plans of the previous government. Leaders of the coalition

26 \
parties are opposed to nuclear power, and it was reported '

that they would not allow fuelling of the new reactor (Barseback

2 ) , due in November 1976. A more recent government declaration '

refuted this and stated that reactors currently undar

construction would be completed and allowed to operate subject

to reviews of the industry.
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A government requirement is that at least UO% of the

content of a nuclear station is indigenously supplied. '

Unlike many national reactor vendors in other countries, ASEA-

Atom has an entirely independently designed BWR system which

has been used for four power station units. Five more are

21)
under construction. ' ASEA-Atom is owned equally by the

Swedish government (through AB Atomenergi) and the private

company, ASEA. AB Atomenergi concentrates on research and

development, and ASEA-Atom forms part of the ASEA group of

companies. Even though the domestic supply is well advanced,

a monopoly has not been imposed. The company, Westinghouse

Monitor AB, supplies PWR's under licence agreement with the

US firm. As would be expected, supporting industries in

22)
Sweden are well developed. '

6.19 Switzerland

Switzerland has three nuclear units which have been

operating at high load factors and provide 20$ of Swiss

electricity. There are currently seven stations under

construction or planned. The most advanced, at Goesgen, is

u i 12 )
expected to be commissioned in late-1977. ' ' During 1975,

the Swiss nuclear programme was stretched, primarily because

of a marked slowing down in the rate of growth of electricity

consumption. Zero growth was experienced in 1975. Due to

this, the effects of growing public opposition to nuclear

power, and a shortage of staff in licensing authorities, has

12)
been reported as less serious than might have been the case.

Although Swiss manufacturers supply high quality nuclear

components and services to the world market, there does not

exist in Switzerland a complete nuclear station contractor.
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Nuclear stations so far operating or on order in the country-

are all LWRs supplied by either General Electric, Westinghouse,

or Kraftwerk Union, generally in association with Brown Boveri

and one of the well-known Swiss engineering firms such as

20)
Electro-Watt or Motor Columbus. '

Several Swiss utilities are participating in the nuclear

stations being built by Electrlcite de Prance at Bugey and

Fessenheim. Switzerland is also co-operating with France and

F.R.Go on HTR research and development. Work on the helium

gas turbine cycle is one of the major commitments of the Swiss

Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR) at Wurenlingen.

6.20 United Kingdom

The nuclear industry in the UK is at present still

suffering from years of stagnation. This has arisen from many

factors, including a falling off in electricity demand, the

discovery of North Sea gas and oil, and, according.to one

12)
commentator, ' a bias on the part of government to uncompetitive

coal power. The industry has been based on gas-cooled reactors

of the Magnox and AGR types. The AGRs form the last of the

line of GCR's to be constructed, and have been delayed due to

technical difficulties and engineering mismanagement. The

first two major AGR twin unit stations - Hinkley Point B and

Hunterson B - recently commenced operation some three years

12)
behind schedule. ' Three more twin-reactor stations of 1350

MW(e) each are under construction. '

In 197*1, after considerable deliberation on different

reactor types, the government decided to ignore the choice of

the rest of Europe and forsook LWRs as the next phase in

nuclear power generation. Instead, the steam generating heavy

water moderated reactor was chosen to succeed the AGRs. A



100 MW(e) SGHWR had been well proven ever since commencing

operation at Winfrith in 1967. A decision was made to order

3960 MW(e) of SGHWRs, in units of 660 MV(e). The major

utility Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) had

wished to install a series of PWR's on the basis of low cost,

proven service and relatively fast manufacture. The UK

government decision appeared to be a move largely in the

national interests, although some doubts were expressed about
23)

certain safety features of the current PVRs. '

A reference design for the SGHWR has by now been decided

24)
upon. ' However, due to a present overcapacity, it is not

certain that the project will in fact continue. Moreover,

the TJKAEA has recently recommended that the SGHWR be replaced

by PWRs or AGRs. Industry, and the major utility, the CEGB,

concur with this recommendation. ' The 1976 CEGB Corporate

Plan shows that for a total winter peak demand in 1976-77»

estimated to be 41.5 Gw(e), a CEGB plant output capacity of

56.6 GW(e) is available.25^ The latter figure is, in fact, a

net decrease due to retirement of older (non-nuclear) plants

amounting to 3.7 GW(e). Apart from the Sizewell B 264O MW(e)

SGHWR station, no additional orders for new main generating

plant are required before 1978-79. New capacity ordered in

1978-79 would start commissioning in 1984. ^ '

The ordering of SGHWRs over PWhs is causing difficulty

46)amongst the UK manufacturers also. ' There is reluctance to

invest in new facilities to build standardised reactor

components due to the lack of domestic and export demand.

Moreover, it is estimated to be more expensive than equivalent

LWRs. If the SGHWR proceeds, it will not be saleable as
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25)proven plant before the late-1980's. ' A decision is not

likely until March 1977. ' There is only one nuclear design

and construction company in the UK at present, the National

Nuclear Corporation which owns a subsidiary called the Nuclear

Power Company through which it trades. The NNC was created in

1973, and share ownership is now 30$ GEC, 3594 government

(through the UKAEA) and 35$ British Nuclear Associates, a

2k)group of seven supplier companies. ' The NNC largely arose

out of friction between independent suppliers. Its subsidiary,

NPC, took over the operation of two previous nuclear companies,

British Design and Construction, and The Nuclear Power Group.

In spite of an early start in the nuclear power business, the

British have had little success in the export of reactor

systems, and with the emphasis now on the SGHWR, they can

expect no orders in the near future. * *

The nuclear fuel industry in the UK has always been a

much brighter picture. Again, it is in the hands of a single

company, British Nuclear Fuels Ltd, a commercial venture of

the UKAEA formed in 1971. BNFL has operated a large fuel

reprocessing plant at Windscale for natural uranium fuel as

used in Magnox reactors over a large number of years. As well

as the domestic market, this plant has been reprocessing

Italian and Japanese fuel from the Magnox stations which the

UK exported in the 1960's. As part of the United Reprocessors

group, BNFL plans to continue to reprocess fuel for other

countries. ' Two 1000 t/a commercial oxide reprocessing

plants are planned, and the existing plant is being reconstructed

to allow a head end section for oxide fuel. The over-capacity

should ensure a sizeable share of the European reprocessing
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market. Already BNFL have received government approval to

12)accept contracts with. Japan for oxide fuel. ' A nuclear waste

storage pilot plant using a glassification process was completed

in 1975. Solidification of wastes on a production scale is

to be demonstrated by the mid-1980's.

BNFL also operates an ore conversion plant and exports

natural UFg to enrichment plants in the US and USSR. Fuel

fabrication is undertaken for all major types of power reactor,

for both domestic use and export, at the Springfield's works.

PuO2 for LMFBR fuel is produced at Vindscale. A small gaseous

diffusion enrichment plant operates at Capenhurst which has

also become the site of a 200 t/a prototype ultracentrifuge

plant. This is a project conducted in conjunction with URENCO

12 28 ̂
partners and has recently commenced operation. ' '

In spite of present indecision on reactor types, there

appears to be a continuing commitment to fast breeder technology

for long-term future needs. The UK Energy Technology unit

reported ' that only one-tenth of the expected energy gap in

the year 2000 could be filled by "alternative" energy sources.

Fast breeders have been under development for some 20 years,

and have culminated in the 250 MW(e) LMFBH at Dounreay at the

north of Scotland.-^ ' This is a prototype reactor built for

and designed by the UKAEA. It was connected to the national

grid in 1975.1' With the recommissioning of a LMFBR fuel

reprocessing plant at Dounreay, it is expected that a complete

fuel cycle and reactor will be operational by 1977. ' ' The

design and construction of a commercial breeder (CFR-i) of

1300 MW(e) capacity is envisaged as the next step. ' A policy

announcement by the government in 197^ caused a discontinuation

of work in the field of high-temperature gas-cooled reactors
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(HTGRs). Winfrith is the site of the experimental Dragon HTGR,

built as an international project under the OECD. Although

this programme has since been curtailed, the UKAEA has been

instructed to pursue the prospect of further international

collaboration.

6.21 Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia currently has a 615 MV(e) PVR station

under construction at Krska which is being supplied by

Westinghouse. This will be the first power reactor in the

country due to be completed in 1978, and is to be followed by

a 800 MW(e) plant in the Dalmatian region which is planned to

commence operation in 1983*

Six Yugoslavia firms are to export equipment for nuclear

power plants to the USSR in the period 1976-80. ' The contract,

which was signed by Atoinenergoexport, is substantial and forms

part of the agreement between the two countries for the co-

operation in nuclear power.
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Table 21. Eui list of nuclear Dovei* plants.. The
list is'taken, with permission, from a world
list published by Nuclear News'J and includes
plants of 30 MV(e) and over which are operable.
under construction, or on order as of December
31. 1975.
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eop/Tosi/
ACEC

COP/TOSI/

Alithom/ACEC
Brawn Bovari/

ACEC

TE

TE

TE
TE

0

0

100

100

0
0

4/80

4/82

6/73

9/75

2/80
13/81

2/7S

M/7S

2/80
12/81

100 12/74
100 13/75

5 /78
5 /79
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Can. C< "lurtMttal
tlni ( . Cgtroliw

AicMtafl
MW» Typ*

Dm orig. actual
•tag* idi«4- t <*•
<%) ulif ptctxt

Czechoslovakia
• Sohunln 1A

Bohunico 2A
Bohunic. SB
Chtchoilevokien 3
ChMhailwoMan 4

Finland
Imolron Voimo OnlnyMte

toviito 1 l lovi iul
levi iu 1 llaviiw)

inUinroatn V«ima OwViyhH*
TVO-1 (Olkiluolo)
TVO 2 lOlkitueio)

110
440
440
440
440

420
420

600
660

GCHWR
FWR
em
PWR
rwn

PWR
FWR

BWR
8WR

AEE
AEE
AEE
AEE

AEE
AEE

ASEA-Atem
ASEA-Alam

AEE
AEE

SMMaval
SMl-laval

WO
IVO

ASEA-Atom
ASEA-Atem

100
40
30
10
0

IVO 80
IVO 40

ASEA.Atom 33
0

6/76
4/78

8/78
8/80

/72
12/77
12/78
12/79
12/80

12/76
4/78

Franca
UmilclM d* tam
• Maroul* G2 (Mwcoub)
• Morcouto G3 (Marcoukl
• Chlnoo 2 |Avoin«)
• Chilian 3 lAvoint)
• Montt d Arre* t3'flnnili||
• Saint-laurcnl-du-Eenu 1 (Oilt antl
• Saint.lourtnt-d«l-Eou« 2 ( O I I M I U )

• Bugsy 1 ISr.-Vuiboi)
• PhcniM IMsrceult)

Fessenhaim 1 IFcsitnhcim)
Fencnheim 2 Ireiunhtim)
Bugty 2 ISt.-Vulbai)
8us«y 3 ISiVulboil
Bugcy t |Si-\Mba>)

Bugey 5 IStVgbsi)
Saint-louran»-d«i-Eoui 3 (Orleaml
Saint-laurtnt-du-Eau* 4 (Oiltont)
Damp><"* 1 IDampitir* tn Burly)
Dompitrre 2 lOampitin m Builyl
Gravtlimi I (Gravtllfiu)
Gfaveliiwi 2 (Gfavilinnl
Gravriinn 3 tGcwtiirai]
Grovt l in«4 (Gravtlinti)
Tricoilin 1 |Dramt)
Triao^n 2 IDromt)
Tricoilin 3 (Dramt)
TricasKn 4 IDrem)
XI lundesignaltdl
X2 (undssignatidi

5 « ! t l . d' £ n . r 9 l . N g c n
d<i Acduinn (SENA)

•S£NA(Cho«)

40
40

310
400
70

460
SIS
540
233
92S
92S
925
925
90S
905
954
954
905
90S
925
925
925
925
925
925
925
925
925
925

GCR
GCR
GCI
GCR

GCHWR
GCR
GCR
GCR

UW8R
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
BWR
BWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR

SACM
SACM

CEA

CEA/EdF/GAAA
Fra/Cl
Fro/a
Fra/a
Fro/a
Fra/a
Fra/Cl

Sagtrca Ci« GE
SogtreoCtoGE

Fro/CL
Fro/a
Fra/a
Fra/a
Fra/a
Fra/a
Fra/a
Fra/a
Fra/a
Fra/a
Fra/a
Fra/a

Ratwu/Alithoiti
RaiMu/Aliriwm

Ablham
Alilhom

CEM
Ahtham
Alilhom

Raltou/JS
CEM

Alithom
Aliltwin
Aluham

Ahlhem
Alftthoin

CEM
CEM

AlitSsm
Aliihoni
Authom
Ahriicm
Ahiham
Ahlhem
Alirtiem
Alirham
Altiham
Aliihem
Alithom
Alithom

SACM
SACM

EDF/CEA
EOF/CEA
inooiont

EdF
EdF
EdF

CEA/GAAA/EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF
EdF

CITRA
CITRA
CIM
GTM
CB
GTM
GTM

Dwnti
SGE

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
7S
60
30
30
5
0

6/73
4/76
t/76
6/77
3/78

10/78
/79
/BO
/79
/80
/7»
/79
/SO
/SO
/79
/79
/SO
/80
/80
/SI

4/59
5/60
2/65
8/67
7/67
3/69
8/71
4/72

12/73
/76

10/76

310 PWR ACECO/FRA Rotwu/C-l G1H/SWE SGE/CltRA 100 4/67

Germany (Democratic Republic)
• Rhaiflibtrg 1 IRhtinibtig. Grorm* r«g-ien) 70 PWR AEE
• Nord 1 - 1 (lubmin. Grtihwold rtglonl 440 PWR AEE
•Nordi-2 440 PWR AEE

Nord 2-1 440 PWR AEE
Nord 2-2 440 PW« AEE
Magdeburg 1 440 pwR AEE
Magdeburo2 440 PWR AEE

100
100
100
20
20

0
0

/60
12/74

/75
/77
/78
/SO
/SO

5/66
12/73
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Germany (Federal Republic)
Gem*inichalrk*mkrollw*rk Ntckar |GKN)

GKN I INeckorwetiheim)
* GKN 2 (Neckorweitheim)
Ktrnkralfwaik Krmmmil GmbH (KKK)

K'uemmel KKK (Geetthechr-Kwemmel/
Elbe)

Hochteinperarur'Reoklorbaw GmbH (Hit)
THTR 300 lUentrap-Schmehousen)

KernforachungHMiram Karlsruhe
• Karlsruhe MZFR (Kailuuhe)

Karnkrafiwerk Brekdori GmbH
• Brokdorf (River Elbe)
Karnkrafiwerk Bninlbgetlal GmbH |KKB)

Bn-nsbueMel (Bruntbuettel/Elbs)
Kernkroftvnrk H o r n GmbH [KKH)
• Hamm (Hamm-Umtropl
Kernkrafiwerk liar (KKI|

Isar KKI lOhu)
K.rnVmttw.rk Ungm GnbH IKWU
• lingen KWL Ilingui)
KMnkrsllwwk Obrlghiim GmbH |KW0)
• Obrightim KWO lObrighiim)
Kwnkraflwerk •hllipptburg (KKP|

KKP 1 IPhilippsburg)
KKP 2 IPhilippsburg)

Knnkroftwerk RWE-Bayemwerk GmbH |KM)
• KRB I Black A (Gundremmingen)

KRB II Block C (Gundremmingen)
KRB II Block B (Gundremmingen)

Kernkrottwerk SladcGfflbH (KKS)
• Siode KKS (Stode)
Ktmhrahwerk Sud GmbH (KWS)

Uppir Rhine
Pftimkhe Elektriiinh AG IPIEAG)
• K/M» iWuergonen)

KKU lEsenthamm with 50% NWKI
K'.VS (with 50?. GKW)

Rheiniich-Wesiroliichet EUklriiltahweik AG
(RWE|

• Biblis 1 IWomu/Rhein)
S.blis 2 IWorml/RhUnl
B^'.i 3 lWotm»/Rh«in)
Kaerlich

Schnill-B>ul>r-KimkrallwatkigM*lllctian
(SBK)

Kolkar SNS-300 (Kolkar)

Hungary
Hgngoilon iiectrical WoAt

Poki I |Pok«)
Pokt 2 IPoVi)

• Paks 2 (Poki)
• Pakt « |Pokt|

Italy
Enl* National* p*r I'Entrgla Eliltrica (ENELI
* larina (Borgo Saboiino)

• Gorigtiane ISesia Aunjnca)
• Tr.no Vercell«u (Vercelli)

Ciren* (latino)
• Cocrio ICoorie, Placenta)

ENEL S Isile nor yel oppreved)

EriEL 6 (lite not yet approved)
* ENEL 7 lundesignated)
* ENEL 8 lundeiignated)

N*t
MW*

805
805

1.260

300

52

1.300

771

1,300

870

256

328

864
1.250

237
1.249
1.249

630

1300

640
1.230
1.294

1.1 SO
1.240
1.300
1.300

282

440
440
440
440

PWR

PWR

BWR

THTR

PHWR

PWR

BWR

PWR

BWR

BWR

[••pi

BWR
PWR

BWR

BWR

BWR

PWR

PWR

BWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

IMFBR

PWR
PWR
PWR'
PWR

••octet
Supplier

KWU
KWU

AEG

HRB

KWU

AEG

KWU

AEG/KWU

AEG

Slemera

KWU
KWU

GE
KWU
KWU

Semen

KWU

AEG
Siemeni
Siemens

Siemens

KWU
BBR

Int/B-N/Nwo

AEE
AEE
AEE
AEE

Generator
Supplier

KWU
KWU

KWU

BBC

Semens

KWU

KWU

KWU

KWU

AEG

Semens

KWU
KWU

AEG
KWU
KWU

Semens

AEG/KWU
KWU
KWU

KWU
KWU

BBC

KWU

Archllecl
Engiaeef

KWU
KWU

KWU

BBC/HRB

Siemens

KWU

KWU

AEG/Hoshrief

Siemens

KWU
KWU

AEG/Hochlief
KWU/Hoch
KWU/Hoch

Semens

AEG/KWU
KWU
KWU

K W U
K W U

BBC

INB

CRBE

ERBE

i

i

Cmtroder

KWU
KWU

Hoth/
nOlllffWf %g

Heilkomp/
Holxmonn

KIHTR

Hochtief

KWU

KWU

Hochtief

SwMfU

KWU/UHUrr
KWU/UKiitv

Hochtief
KWU
KWU

Semens

Hochlief AG
Semens

KWU

HocnfMr
tin itilTal '

Hochtref

INB/Hoch

Cen.
•hvc-

Neii
itoge i

mi

98
0

45

100

0

97

0

100

100

100
0
0

100

0

100
80

0

100

20

10
10

Cemnw'itol
Oparalian

•fig.
Idled.
«l.t

/«'

9/77

177

4/74

181

11/76

9/6B

3/69

/74
/77

12/66
6/79
6/80

4/72

i/79

2/72
1/76
9/80

6/74
8/76
/Bl

5/78

1/80

/BO

In

octval

•r *a -

ewitad

8/76

8/78

10/62

7/76

11/76

10/68

3/69

/77
/Bl

4/67
3/80
8/80

5/72

3/72
1/77

12/81

6/74

10/80

150

150
247

40
840
952

982
952
9«2

GCR

BWR
PWR

IWCHW
BWR
PWR

BWR
PWR
BWR

TNPG

GE
W

NIRA
AMN/Getsce

EI/WENESE

AMN/Getseo
EI/WENESE

AMN/Getsce

Parsons

Ansaldo
Franco Tosi

1 U »M 111
/Marallt

AMN/ASGEN
AfJIN/ASGEN
Franco Tosi/

•UmmltlJnQIWII
AMN/ASGEN
Tesi/Moreni

AMN/ASGEN

TNPG

Ebosco
G&H

G&H
Bechtel

G&H
Bechlri
G&H

Torno/
McAlp

Italstrad*
Recchi

SOGENE

100

100
100

90
0

0
0
0

/77
4/75

/79

/B0
/82
/82

1/64

6/64
1/65

/79
12/75

/81

/ B l



Net *"»—
Supplier

Architect
Engineer

68
Can-
•true-
tian

•tog* i
CcMiitnnkM (%)

Commercial
Oper

•rig.

»l.t

olian
actual
er e«*
peeled

Luxembourg
luitmhaurg Nucleor Pewer Company ISINU)
• SemeHchen lupper Mowl »K»tf| ».300 " * * UR BBC BBC Hoch

Netherlands
Cimt«nu l»pHi i lw Kemenet§Ut»»h»»»

NederioflclNVieKN)
• Oadewoord IDodewoord. Betuwe)
NV Provincial* Z H I W M fnergl*

M«rt»hai>o)| ( K f M I
• Bwiiele IBatuoto)

SS « V « GE/GKN VMF/Holte CKN

477 PWt KWU/RNB WWI/SIO* KWU

BAM 100 3/69

KWU/ 100 7/73 10/73
Bradtn

Poland
* Zarnowieclil* 440 PWR AEE 0 /83

Rumania
(Oil) 440 PWR AEE 0 «0

Spain
Ctntral Nuclear dm Al ls

A K O I |Axa . Tarragona) 890 PWR
Asce 2 | A K O . Tarragona) 890 _ PWR

Caniraln Nucltarn dt l N*n>, SA
INUCliNOR)

• Sanra Moiio da Garona ISania Maria J« 440 BWR
Garwio. Burgos)

Campania S.»IllanO d t fhcMcldad SA.
Hidrat' -Irica Etpamla SA, and Union
Elldrica SA
Atmaraz 1 lAlmaraz, Cacarts) 900

Almaroz 2 lAlmaraz, Caoru) 900

PWR

PWR

W
w

GE

W

W

Electrical Rcuntdat da Zerogoio SA, Enargio
a Indullrioi AraganoMi SA, Union Elacrtl-
ca SA

* T.illo I ITritlo. Guod.)
Hidraalactrica Eipanala SA

Cofnntai (Voltnclo) 930

Cobo Cope IMurtio) 930
Hiipana-Frsntau da Enargla N»claar, SA

IHIFDENSA)
• Vondilfoi (Tarragona) 480
lb.tdu..» SA

Umoniz I (Umonix, Vacaya) 901

W
W

GE

Btchttl/Auii NUCEA IS 7 /77 12/78
B*OSMI /A IM NUCEA 10 12/78 6/79

Eboico GE 100 2/70 3/71

lemonii f. llamoniz, Vizeaya)

Union Elaclrica |UI)
• Joie Cob'ara Intor Madrid)

Sweden
Oikonhamnnarkeh Krollgrupp AB |OXG)
• Oit.arthamn 1 |Si-np«vorp, Oikanhanin)

• Oskonhemn 2 ISimpavarp. Oikonhamn)

Slatmi Valtanfallnark (SSPB)
R.nghali 1 (Vo'berg)

• R.rgtali 2 IVorbargl
Fortmaril 1 |UppMla)
B.ngSolt 3 (Varberg)
Ringholl 4 (Varberg)
Fonmark 2 lUppsala)

• Forirrgrii 3 lUpptala)
Sydtvonlia Kraft AB
• So'teh-iik I IMalmol

Boncbact 2 IMdlmol

901

PWR

BWR

GCR

PWR

PWR

KWU

GE

GC

W

W

GE/GEE

Ahthem/J-S

W

W

EA/SEN/
G&H

SOCIA

Ibtr/Btch/
San/Am

Ifaar/Bech/
S.n/A.;<

W G&H/EPTISA/ EA/EyT 80 11/76 11/76
G&HE/TR

W G&H/EPTISA/ EA/EyT 63 12/77 12/77
G&HE/TR

0 6/82

4 7/78 4/80

0 /8I inder.

GC 100 9/72 7/72

tberduero 12/76

Iberduera 7/78

153

440

580

760
809
900
900
900
900

1.000

S80
580

PWR

BWR

BWR

BWR
PWR
BWR
PWR
PWR
BWR
BWR

BWR
8W«

W

ASEA-Atom

ASEA-Atom

ASEA-Atom
W

ASEA-Atom
W
W

ASEA-Atom
ASEA-Atom

ASEA-Atom
ASEA-Aiom

W

Sral-lawol

BBC/Slal-lovat

EE
S-l/A-A
S-l/A-A
S-l/A-A
S-l/A-A
S-l/A-A

Stal-laral

Stal-lanl
Stal-lava!

G&H

ASEA-Atom/SSPB
SSPB/G&H/S-l
AA/SSPS/Sl

VBB-TE/S-L
VBB-TE/S-l

A-A/SSPB/S-l

A-A/S-l/SK/VBB
A-A/S-l/SK/VBB

Amierad*

Belong
Armerad-

Belong

SSPB
SSPB
SSPB
SSPB
SSPB
SSPB

SSPB

see
SCG

100

100

100

100
100
60
70
40
30
0

100
65

7/6B

8/74

6/73
7/74
7/78

12/77
7/79
7/BO

/S2

7/75
7/77

8/69

»/7?

12/74

2/76
5/75
7/78

12/77
7/79
7/80

7/7*
7/77
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( a n . Cwnnnrclat
Operation

Net
M W . Type

•.octet
Supplier

Architect
Engineer

tt*n aria, ot'uol
era* , t ihtd- o r . * -

Constructed (%) ultt

-Switzerland
Btmiich. Kroltw.rk. AS (IKW)
• Muhlibt'g (neor I n n )

Grobtn 1 (Crob*n)

3 0 6 BWR

1,140 BWR

GETSCO

CEISCO

GETSCO
Kerntrolrw.rk l . lbtlodl AS

leibnad- lUibtiadtl 9SS BWR
Norrloitichwelioriich. Kreftmrk. AC (NOK)
• Bemau I (Dcetlingen) 350 PWR W
• B«nau 2 (Doettingen) 350 PWR W

Kai»rojg« IKaiiarougti) 932 BWR GETSCO
tuln. |;u:hi| 900

Kernlcrafrwerk Goeiaen-Deniken AO
Gceigen IDaniken, SO) 920 PWR KWU

BBC

BBC

•BC

BBC
BBC
BBC

KWU

BBC/EU/ BBC/ 100
GETSCO GETSCO

BBC/GETSCO BBC/ 0 12/7
GETSCO

BBC/GETSCO BBC/GETSCO 0 10/78

10/72

G&H/BBC
C&H/BBC

KWU

Zteholl. 100 12/69
Zschott* 100 3/72

12/76

KWU 50 11/77 11/77

United Kingdom
Central Electricity Generating Booid ICEGf)
• ssrleley 1 (Gloucestershire)
• S=r<»!ey 2 (Gloucestershire)
• 3-3dwtll 1 |Esse»)
• E-adwell 2 lEssem)
• Tfcwsfynydd I (Wales)
• Trawifynydd 2 (Woles)
• Dungeness A I (K«n>)
• Dunjerass A2 IKeni)
• S.iewell A1 ISulfolV)
• Si-well A3 (Suffolk)
• H.r.kley Poinr A l ISomerset)
• H.nVtey Poinr A2 ISomeiwll
• C!dbury 1 [Gloucesttrshirel
• Cidb'jry 2 (Glouceltcshirt)
• V.'ylfa 1 (Anglcsiy)
• .Vyl'o 2 (Angl-iey)

HinVlcy Point Bl ISomeuet)
H.r.ilsy Point B2 (Samirur)
Ojngjneu Bl (K«m)

Hjrrlepoal 1 IDurham)
Hj-ttspool 2 (Durhoml
H^yi-am 1 (loncaihirt)
'-It.iKam 2 (Lancashire)

South ol Scotland Eltclricily Board
• H.n'enlon A-RI lAynlure)
• Huile'lion A-R2 (Ayrihirel

Hji'enton B-R3 lAynhlio)
Huir<vs:on BR4 |Aynhin)

(fitiih Nucl>« Futlt lid.
• :-.<dtr Hall I ICumbtio)
• Cildc< Hall 2 ICumbfitil
• C-i'dff Holl 3 ICumbrio)
• CaMer Hall * |Cumbr<al
• O-apel Cross t IDumfrieiih.it)
• Cnopel Cross 2 (Dumfrittshirt)
• Chspel Cross 3 (Dumfriesshire!
• Chapel Cross 4 (Dumfrieiihire)
United Kingdom Atomic Iniray Aulharity
• 'V-ndssol* (Cumbria)
• v/infrith SCHWR IDarset)

Oounreoy PFR (Coithneis)

138
I3B
ISO
ISO
250
250
275
275
290
290
250
250
300
300
590
590
625
625
600
600
625
62S
625
625

160
160
625
625

SO
50
50
50
50

so
50
50

32
92

250

GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR

GCR
GCR
AGR
AGR

GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR
GCR

AGR
H aWR
LMFBR

TNPG
TNPG
TNPG
TNPG
APC
APC
TNPG
TNPG

EE/BW/TW
EE/BW/TW
EE/BW/TW
EE/BW/TW

TNPG
TNPG

EE/BW/TW
EE/BW/TW

NPC
NPC
APC
APC
NFC
NFC
NPC
UPC

GEC
GEC

TNPG
TNPG

UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA

UKAEA
UKAEA

AEA/TNPG

AEI
AEI

Por(OK)
Par |UK|

RW
RW

Par IUK|
Par |UK)

EE
EE
EE
EE

AEI/Par (UKI
AEI/Par (UK)

EE
EE

AEI
AEI

Par (UKI
Par (UK)

GEC
GEC
GEC
CEC

GEC
GEC

Par (UK)
Par (UKI

Par (UK)
Par (UKI
Par (UKI
ParlUKI
ParlUKI
Par IUKI
Par (UKI
ParlUK)

EE
AEI/RPl

EE

TNPG
TNPG
TNPG
TNPG
APC
APC
INPG
TNPG

EE/BW/TW
EE/BW/TW
EE/BW/IW
EE/BW/TW

TNPG
TNPG

EE/BW/TW
EE-BW-TW

NPC
NPC
APC
APC
NPC
NPC
NPC
NPC

GEC
GEC

TNPG
TNPG

UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA

UKAEA
UKAEA
UKAEA

JL-Bal
JL-Bol

McAlpin*
McAlpin*

NCC
NCC

McAlpira
McAlpin.

TW
TW
TW
TW

McAlpin.
McAlpin.

TW
TW

McAlpine
McAlpin.

Bal
Bal
TW
TW
TW
TW

Mowlem
Mowlem
McAlpin.
McAlpin.

TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW
TW

UKAEA
Turriff
NPC

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
9P

°s
85

too
100
85

100
100
100
100
100
100

•too
100

100
100
100

•:,72
12/73

/70
/ 7 I

12/73
12/74
I2/7S
l?/76

3/73
9/73

6/62
10/62
6/62

11/62
2/65
3/65
9/65.

12/65
1/66
3/66
5/6S
5/65
1/68
1/68

11/71
1/72

/ 7 6
/ 7 6
/7e
/78
/ 7 8
/79
/ 7 9
/79

S/A4
9/64

/ 76
/76

9/56
9/56
9/56
9/56

11/58
11/58
11'/58
11/58

2/63
2/68

10/73 /7«

Yugoslavia
So»ik. Electron. (Slmnta) end

ll.klreprivr.da (Croatia)
Krilto IKrske)

* Un.ts ordered in 1975

615 PWR W

• Units in commerciol operation

W W/local 0 12/78

t Estimated dels of ttortue. announced or Km. reactor was ordered
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Abbreviations used
in this table

IUn:UlIyMk<iUa«<*OMiM>>»« 'C IJiCXI
Maua: l*i«« D w » M Coawt IU SI

A-A: i;£
ACIC9:

ICC: CngMmg Comwioi Ca» I M « I
a:En#4kElK*cCa U) (UK)
EIC: EngldH EMM Co U9 (Cmdl)
U w E M O W O

E r 1 ; E*rg» SylWM EwCM |Fr«<c*)
•hEwmMUimlUil
IKH: HWigviui Comom lor taw M tmWK
»Mlta»4DlMUmnM

HECO: ItoikMl E » r n ^ Co ICJMM
HEa: Mc7W.il t < ] W | M ) w •!•. JI
HEl: UIUIMU EIKK Co»0«M» IJJMK)
(MfeUummHwrinMm.ui usx)
NCC: Nucltv &M CtraMBn (U K )
Nm: NmoaM m in * K W U B I I
NIK*: NucM« lUMna HtMOn k n s |U>|I
RK:Nucl*irlt»f>Caua (UK)
M

ti t : Emcanim 11tm S» I S B M
m:Fbo>P»»av.MclUS)

S m

lusi

l Ug-tMUMn•10 > ;

All: • ' . H c r M E W K M i n t W (UK)
Ai»sc: *-«-cii ( t cM taw s n a Cow W SI
A3* i3.i'Hdgai<aoi«di*lci9r

OH: (Mwa Hr»a (CxMl)
on: onNn taw smm iu S)
•«i(U.K.):C A ranamnMC* IM MB)
ParunsRalcou *inmU IUS)
M : Pwnon ExgMuru SA «mM)
m
fWR: H W i M "•»> •MCI*

CI ()
A JOIN: • - » SM Gvge Co^nr-I G*WM |HWT)

h S S )

«te:C«walt<«nCa (UK)
OirSCO: G«<ml Eucmc t K M o l S O M M Cn

EW !«<•
Ln (UK)

mr: f tehxmtmwmnnM (UK)
•AW. SODM AHKWOO Of O t t d

•••: 3<-ay h int t e a (UK)
(AH: 9nMCI« MnwMfl HUilCIVWm NV |II« MtfW-

•-en
I K »5»" Bonn • C* (5—IWUXO)

f
awl: aau »i*» mmt s»

Ont! GoWl limua * U M W (FMllH)
taC

• ! • ?-<»0<» me lUSl

•><• • • M O O « « « • Co IUS)
••<UH:: « Brn^lCo (US)
• ' • -a lv ; -<«"a* i»c (US)
• * • r*: -*g*«M"«ciof
Cli: Cl-VS^ Lid |C**4dA>
C-l t«-Sf'«n-8«ra'a iFtancf)

CCI ?i

CL :-*

CO'TOli ACIC: Coc-wn a.;n*o~<*<i*'<rwi ton
S=- *••"•'» 09 CsnmiCWlAI E)«Cr<Suat M O l I I W SA

M
Hee HcMatto Canncw> Co (X»l
I M k HuciM «G (W Gvmnr)
I * * Ho«M»*nm ICxau)
HO: MptnAxMc ICvwu

m M » % i > n a G«iM (W Gmnxif)

( p l
•Of: Socutt O»«w a h n n M i h n l
SK: M m u Kitfl AS ISwovl
St l : Safgm « Uno» Cngrcn (U S)
« . : s w u m Tinna A8 I

muni: t

SO: S-I^vi OlMnKD MalMI
SOCU: S«w» K M • M
SOGEIK: Socrj C r » « (»> u>vt t *i<evo« UMU

W.I

ICUWKiJlKlialCWMWIIM (UK)
!•». »i|»lH
M l : W W W I H H a n BMIIMuHny CWH (W GO-

g
•S:SouVwnStfVCM fcv (US)
U » t : S M M K Saw taM* B O M

I1W:Saw 1 v»«»l»-E
TGf:

CoJ (US)

W Oanwiyl
A:Jol>nlArfigConuuelian\M IUK)
J m « J A JonctCaitflnjCbcnGO (US)

g
KTHTII: Kononun IHIS-8iv«. (Mn I C l U HocMtn.

pVM>-H»noiBW GnOH Nuua CoiDH (W drawif)
g

• M : I01M1 I M i AO (W GWWI))

» 1 M V I >••£«»
TPC: r y
1H: TKItcn *ti,»«U« SA iScml
TVO: Ttolhsuudtn VDi<na Ol*kl>m« I
1W: t i ,w ww)>o> Cori~>:i-». l u nj K)
UCAC: U-IW Eng'WII t CXWWIgn |U SI
Va>: AB v»wbrM»»1OH«»
VMf: Vnnt^ l U « « « f i n . « | . MV Itha NalwwidU
W: WktMgliQvl« ElffClr* Cvpofitto* ,"U S )
WMu: A l E

(US)
I
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Many reports have been listed as letter codes. The
following list gives the publication source for these reports.

AAEC - Australian Atomic Energy Commission (Sutherland, NSW)

ACRL=ARCRL - Agricultural Research Council Radiological
Laboratory (Rlsley, UK)

AEC - U.S. Energy Research and Developement Agency
(Washington, DC)

AECL - Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd (Ottawa, Ontario)

AERE - Atomic Energy Research Establishment (Harwell, UK)

ANL -
BNWL -
BRH/DER -
CONF -
DBE=BRH/DBE -
EPA -
ERDA -

DSIR Report NIP- See NIP

EUR - European Atomic Energy Community (Brussels)

IAEA/STI -
IAEA/INFCIRC -
IAEA/WHO -

U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency
(Washington, DC)

International Atomic Energy Agency (Vienna)

ICRP -

IEEE -

INFCIRC

INSL -

LA -
LA-UR

NCRP -

NIP -

NRC -

NRL -

NRPB -

-I

International Commission for Radiological
Protection (UK)

Institute of Electrical and Electror.ics Engineers
(New York)

- See IAEA

held by the library, Institute of Nuclear Sciences
(Lower Hutt)

U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency
(Washington, DC)

National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurement (USA)

"Nuclear InPut" - file held at the Institute of
Nuclear Sciences, DSIR (Lower Hutt). The six-digit
number following some references is the abstract
number in the NIP file (e.g., 000398)

U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency
(Washington, DC)

National Radiation Laboratory (Christchurch, NZ)

National Radiation Protection Board (UK)

OECD/NEA - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, Nuclear Energy Agency (Paris)

ORNL -
ORO -
RD -
USAEC -
WASH -

U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency
(Washington, DC)
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